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INTO BEARS' DEN: This remarkable picture of a mother bear 
shielding her two cubs in their
winter den was made by two unarmed newsmen—Photographer W
alter Mortensen and Editor See-
far Swanson, Superior, Wis., Evening Telegram, who pushed within 
arms' length to make the photo.
One man distracted the bear whie the other handled the camera. (AP Wirephoto)
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Mrs. Earl L Adams Seniors Plan College
Funeral Tuesday Life In Face Of Draft
Was Active Club Worker
And Former Teacher In
County, City Schools
Funeral services for Mrs. Earl
L. Adams, 37, active club work-
er and a former teacher in county
and city schools, were conducted
at the First Baptist Church at
230 p. m., Tuesday by the Rev.
H. G. M. Hatter, assisted by the
Rev. W. B. Ladd. Burial was in
Cedar Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Adams suffered a cerebral
hemorrhage Sunday morning at
her home, 102 North Highland
avenue, and was rushed to the
Princeton Hospital where she
died about 1 p. m., the same day.
A native of the Farmersville
community, Mrs. Adams was the
daughter of Hewlett and Mrs. Lee
McCaslin McDowell. She was a
graduate of Farmersville bligh
School, Western State College,
and had done post graduate work
at the University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Adams taught home econom-
ics for a number of years in the
Caldwell County schoels, one
year at Hardinsburg and one year
at Butler High School. She was
married in 1937 and had made
her home in Princeton since that
time.
Early in life, Mrs. Adams joined
the Donaldson Baptist Church,
later moving her membership to
the First Baptist Church, Prince-
ton. She was a past president of
the Princeton Woman's Club and
past worthy matron of Princeton
Chapter No. 315, 0. E. S.
Among the survivors are the
husband and four children, Caro-
lyn Jean, Marilyn Elaine, James
William, and George Robert;
parents, and one brother, John
Roy ,McDowell, all of this county.
Bearers were Clyde Nuckols,
Raymond Brown, Henry Price,
George Stevens, G. W. Towery
and John Mahan.
Flower girls were Sherry Aik-
ins, Helen Murphy, Ann Brinkley,
Sandra Gr6sharn, Jean Adams
and Irlyn Fears.
Mrs. Meadows Wins
National Honors
Case Record Was Given
• First Rating, Placed
In Washington Library
Mrs. C. B. Meadows, child wel-
fare worker\in this area, and head
of the Princeton office, has receiv-
ed national recognition of her
work, for having submitted one
of the two winning case records in
a recent conteat, it is announced.
Approximately 38 other case
workers in Kentucky participated
in the contest which might deal
with any of the several phases
covered by child welfare work.
Mrs. Meadows used one of her
own cases which showed the tech-
niques of case work used in "Help-
ing a Mentally Ill Parent to Par-
ticipate when Separation of Par-
ent and Child is Necessary".
Her ease record was given first
rating in the Central and Region-
al offices and was subsequently
sent to the National Child Wel-
fare League of America's meeting
in Dayton, Ohio, where, bound in
leather, it was placed on display
during the meeting. It is now on
file in the library of the Child
Welfare League of America in
Washington, D. C., a part of the
permanent records of the nation,
It was stated.
Most Butler seniors are plan-
ning to go ahead with their col-
lege education or chosen profes-
sion, regardless of the present na-
tional crisis and probability of
being drafted within a short time,
The Leader learned in a telephone
interview this week. The prospect
of a change in the 'selective ser-
vice law, drafting 18-year-olds,
has brought a full realization of
the seriousness of the situation
to the seniors but they have
adapted themselves to the idea of
awaiting results and planning
their future in the best manner
possible.
Ozell Haile, 18, is one senior
who would probably have en-
tered the University of Kentucky
if the draft Problem had not
arisen. As it is, he plans to farm
until he is called or the draft
matter is settled.
Honor Society Is
Formed At Butler
27 Students In Three
Upper Classes Named
In National Society
The Butler Chapter of the Na-
tional tionor Society has been or-
ganized with 27 charter members
of the three upper ciatses at But-
ler High School. This is the first
time in the history of the school
to participate in the national pro-
gram, Catherine Hopper, reporter
for the group said.
The National Honor Society is
a school organization for out-
standing students in grades 10, 11
and 12 of the regular high school,
.it was explained. "The object of
the club is to stimulate a desire
to render setvice, to promote
worthwhile leadership, and to
encourage the deVelopment of
character in pupils of Butler Hig.0
School', it 'was stated.
The membership of the club
was selected by the faculty on a
rating of percentage with five per
cent of the tenth, ten per cent of
the eleventh, and 1$ •per cent of
the twelfth grades. The club is
under the leadership of Superin-
tendent Ruel W. Cairnes, Prof. K.
V. Bryant and Mrs. J. L. Walker.
Nancy Armstrong 1,12 S elected
president of the club with Sue
Mitchell, vice-president, and Dot
Felker, secretary, it was stated.
The charter members of the
club, chosen by the faculty for
outstanding scholarship and lead-
ership were:
Seniors. Nancy Armstrong,
Jack Cook, Dot Felker, Nancy
Farmer, Betty Holt, Catherine
Hopper, Betty Sue Goodwin, Bil-
ly Jo Pierce, Sue Mitchell and
Herbert Scott.
Juniors: Doris Pierce, Rebecca
Jake, Ralph Anderson, Barbara
Bishop. Sue Boyd, Katherine Han-
cock, Sidney Satterfield, Jim
Richie, Jackie Koltinsky, Marilou
George and Martha Wilson.
Sophomores: Janice Brinkley,
Betty Ruth Travis, Bobby Hogan,
Patsy Quisenberry, Byron Rogers
and Bill Hammonds.
Mrs. Coleman's Father
Dies At Indiana Home
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Coleman,
308 5 Jefferson, were called
Wednesday morning to Mt. Ver-
non, Indiana, because of the
death of Mrs. Coleman's father,
Joseph Mann. Tuesday night.
Four Men Receive
Prison Sentences
In Circuit Court
Kentucky Inn Operators
Fined $250 Each On One
Charge And Lane Held
To June Term Of Court
The juries were impaneled here
Monday ap the regular term of
circuit court opened with Judge
H. F. S. Bailey, Madisonville,
presiding, and Commonwealth's
Attorney Alvin Lisanby repre-
senting the state. The remainder
Of the day, was devoted to rou-
tine hearing of probation cases.
Charles Chambliss was sen-
tenced to three years in the Ed-
Chester Castleberry, 18, is the
only boy interviewed w h o has
joined any branch of the service.
He became a member of the Na-
tional Guard Unit here last week
and will work in a service station
after graduation. He feels that
the training he will get there will
benefit him later in military life
and he will have a well-paying
job in the meantime.
None of the group is planning
to volunteer for active duty in
the Armed Forces. Leroy Hooks,
who is only 17, plans to enter
Murray State College next fall.
He has delayed deciding his ma-
jor subject in college until he
learns more of his draft status.,
Lewis Gray, who is already 20,
will enter Murray this fall if hi
is not called prior to that time. -A
farmer now, he plans to major in
agriculture.
Jimmie Stallins says he is plan-
ning to start in college next year
if he is able to do so. He will not
let the, draft interfere with his
education if he is not called by
the time he is ready to start his
I college work.
•
Life in the Armed Forces does
not appeal to the seniors of today
but they seem to have decided to
take their chances with the rest
of the youth of America and an-
swer the call if it comes to train
to defend their country. Mean-
while, they are making plans to
build their lives around their
chosen profession in civilian life.
Presbyterian Minister
Addresses Rotary Club
Dr. Elmo G. Montag, nonister
of Beaver, Pennsylvania, who is
currently conducting a revival at
the Central Presbyterian Church
here, was guest speaker at the
regular weekly meeting of the
Princeton Rotary Club Tuesday
night.
Guests at the meeting included
the Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Joe Mann
and Clarence Denton, of Louis-
ville. Hubs Harralson was intro-
duced as Junior Rotarian. for the
month of March,
ENTERS HOSPITAL
Mr. Fred Stallins, American
I Railway Express agent here, en-
tered the Jennie Stuart Hospital
in Hopkinsville Monday for treat-
ment. His condition was reported
satisfactory Wednesday.
dyville penitentiary and Merlin
Coleman received a sentence of
one year Tuesday. Both men were
charged with storehouse breaking
at the Steger Lumber Company
in Princeton. The same day Roy
Skinner and Eli Ingram were
sentenced to serve three years
each in the penitentiary. The
two -men were charged with
grand larceny in the theft of a
batterY from road equipment be-
longing to Caldwell county.
Edward ..Lane and Austin B.
Long, charged •jointly in illegal
operation last summer of the
Kentucky Inn on the Eddyville
road about two miles south of
Princeton, were arraigned Wed-
nesday morning. They entered a
plea of guilty to a charge of per-
mitting gaming on their premises
a nd were fined $250 e a c h. A
charge of keeping slot machines
was dismissed.
Action on several other charges
against Lane was held to the
June term of court. The charges
included possession of liquor for
purpose of sale, carrying conceal-
ed a deadly weapon, sale of li-
quor in dry territory, and draw-
ing and flourishing a deadly
weapon.
Hugh Blackburn is foreman of
the grand jury. Other members
are Joe Weeks, H. J. Blackburn,
J. B. Lewis, Roy Tayloe, Garth
Hooks, Silas Hooks, L. E. Thom-
as, Victor Kennedy, R. L. Mc-
Gregor, E. M. McCaslin and N. B.
Haile.
Members of the petit jury are
Thomas Cash, Jr., Ewin Farmer,
Stallard Thomas, Fred Keeney,
Vernon White, Fred Jake, Sylvan
Wynn, J. C. Littlepage, Dempsey
Williams, J. D. Asher, J. W.
Prince, John E. Young, J. W.
King, R. B. Tandy, Guy Shoul-
ders, Frank Beavers, Garland
Wood, J. G. Neal, Floyd Dunbar,
Leslie Bright, Johnson Myers,
Herman Clayton, Cecil Board,
Claud Nelson, Carolyn Childress,
Ray Farmer and Earl Halyard.
Rev. Harvey Tallent
Resigns Pastorate
The Rev-. Harvey Talient has
resigned the pastorate of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Barbee
Memorial Church effective May
1, it is announced.
Rev. Tallent, who has been pas-
tor of the local church since Oc-
tober 1948, announces that he will
enrage in evangelistic work dur-
ing the four summer months.
Canned Food Wanted
For The New hospital
This-is the last week of the
campaign sponsored by the Hos-
pital Auxiliary to secure canned
food and preserves for the new
hospital, Mrs. Claude Akin, chair-
man of the toed commiltec an-
nour.eed.
Those having food to donate to
the hospital are asked to take it
to the sheriff's office this week,
it was stated.
Ten Pupils At Fredonia
Listed On Special Roll
Ten students of Fredonia High
School maintained straight "A"
grades for the six-week term
which ended Friday and 42 were
placed on the regular honor roll
for the same period, 'Principal
Guy Nichols announced this
week.
Those on the special honor roil
were Linda Askew, seventh
grade: Anna Bell Holt and Daisy
Dell Holt, ninth grade; Linz
Brown, Shirley Hill, Donna Quer-
termous, Wanda Phelps and
Glenda Childress, tenth grade;
Margarette Hawton and Joletta
Beckner, eleventh grade.
Those whose names were placed
on the regular honor roll were:
Seventh grade: Betty'Campbell,
John Dan Bum and Jo Ann Butts.
Eighth grade: Helen Grace
Boitnott, Loretta Howotn and
Gary Chellown
Ninth grade: Ted Feagan, Ruby
Baker, Doris Oliver and Helen
Holleman.
Tenth grade: Betty Sue Ennis,
Donald Conway, Barbara Harper,
Thelma Canada, Rose Ellen Ter-
rell, Laura K. Brown and Rosa-
lie Oliver.
Eleventh grade: Barbara Aus-
tin, Mary Askew, Marcella Holle-
man, Kathleen Vinson, Jackie
Yandell, Mary Louise Canada,
Leroy McNeely, Leo Hill, Clinton
Beavers and Richle Burton.
Twelfth grade: Charles T. Vin-
son, Robert Seymore, Arnold
Wigginton. Jerry Carnet, James
Cartwright, Randall Dearing,
Gradie Riley. Nancy Phelps, June
Keel, June Kernp.-Chriatise Sher-
idan. Doris Gears*, Katherine
Hale, Pat Bradshaw/ and Ann
Blackburn.
Return To Feminity
Corrine Calvert, French actress
thinks it's about time that Amer
ican women returned to being
woman. Not only that, Corrine
said .in Hollywood, Calif., men,
she has this to say: "I believe
that the man should be master in
the family, and a woman's first
duty is to make him as happy as
possible." (AP Wirephoto)
loperfido Heads
Welfare Committee
Other Officers Named
For Organization To
Aid Child Welfare Work
The Rev. Floyd A. Loperildo
was elected chairman of the com-
mittee on community welfare or-
ganization for the ensuing year
at the regular meeting held
March 2, at the home of Mrs. C.
Number 36
Hospital Building
Is Completed And
Staff Is Announced
Federal Inspection Of The Plant Is Expected To Be
Made Next Week; Miss Virginia Belt Is Employed
As Head Nurse, Leo Walker Is Business Manager
The now Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital building has
been finished and last minute de-
tails are being rushed to comple-
tion :this week in preparation for
federal inspection of the plant
next week, Thomas J. Simmons,
chairman of the building commit-
tee announced Wednesday.
When federal approval is re-
ceived arrangements will be com-
pleted for the formal opening of
the new hospital in the near fu-
ture, he said.
30 Guard Members
Stand Inspection
Federal Recognition
Of New Unit Expected
To Be Issued Soon
Thirty members of Company
"B", 201st Combat Engineer Bat-
talion, passed the federal inspec-
tion of Lt. Col. Glenn A. Sikes,
Professor of Military Science and
Tactics at Western State College,
Bowling Green, which was held at
the National Guard Armory here
Thursday, it is announced.
Col. Sikes, who has given the
initial inspection to over 100 Na-
tional Guard units since World
War II, stated: "The looks, physi-
cal condition and general level of
intelligence of member of the lo-
cal unit, are the best of any unit
I have ever inspected."
Those standing the inspection
were listed as William M. Egbert.
first sergeant; Ray E. Mayes,
Shellie W. Hobby, Robert G. Ri-
B. Meadows on West Main street, i Icy, James E. Crocker, Earsley
B. Humble, Talmage Humble,
Thomas I). Shola r, Willard C.
Brandon and Chester .L. Castle-
berry, Jr.
it is announced.
Mrs. Arnie Rawls was named
secretary and publicity chstirman,i
and Miss Atha Stallings and 'Mre
Hillery Barnett, program com-
mittee: •
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal directed the
discussion around points of com-
munity interest and presided at
the business session. -
Tentative plans for short radio
talks were discussed at the meet-
ing. Mrs. Meadows reported that
Mrs. John Kirksey, president of
the Kentucky Federation of Par-
ent-Teachers Association, and one
of Kentucky's representatives to
the Mid-Century White House
Conference- for children and
youths, recently held in Wash-
ington,- D. C., -Will be the guest
speaker at a meeting of the com-
mittee in the near future.
Mrs. Meadows served tea and
cookies to the following members:
Rev. Loperfido, Mrs. J. J. Rosen-
thal, Mrs. Frank Wylie, Mrs.
Margaret Walker, Mrs. Arnie
Rawls, Mrs. Hillery Barnett, Miss
Atha Stallings and Mrs. Meadows.
Mrs. Hugh Cherry was a visitor.
Moore And Rosenthal
Buy Drive-In Theatre
B. G. Moore and Dr. J. J. Ros-
enthal recently purchased the
Skyway Drive-In Theatre on the
Dawson road near Princeton, it
was announced this week. Mr.
Vernon Waible, Evansville, for-
mer owner, was forced to sell the
theatre because of ill health, it
was stated.
The new owners of the drive-in
theatre plan to make several im-
provements for the convenience
of the public and expect to show
the best pictures available during
the season, Dr. Rosenthal said
Wednesday. The theatre will open
March 24.
ATTEND FUNERAL SERVICES
Among the out-of-town people
who attended the funeral services
for Mrs. Ethel French last week
were Mr. H. L. Berger, Mr. W. F.
Fenton. and Mr. Hohcgland, Chi-
cago; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Majors,
Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Majors, Boston, Ky.; Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Armstrong, and Mrs.
Claude Parker, Dawson 'Springs;
Mrs. Roscoe James, Miss Eulah
Majors and Miss Fannie Dacon,
Madisonville; and Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Jones, Hopkinsville.
YOUNG PEOPLE'S RALLY
The Caldwell Baptist Associa-
tionsl young people's rally will be
held in the First Baptist Church,
Princeton, at 7:30 p. an., Thursday,
Mareh 15. The Rev. George
Fletcher will be the speaker for
the program. All members and
guests are urged to attend, it is
announced.
Robert W. Catlett Charles
R. Chambliss, Bobby G. Crowe,
Willis Dobbins, Jr., James C.
Dunbar, Bobby J. Dunn, Billy
J. Farless, Marvin E. Glass,
Alvin K. ji all, William T.
Hunter, Billy G. Mitchell, James
W. Neal, Orville E. Neal, Donald
N. Pinnegar, William P. Pruett,
William G. Storms, Jr., John L.
Stroube, Charles D. Wade and
James L. Wilson.
According to officers of the
unit, the present cadre of officers
and non-commissioned officers
can train only about 60 men now,
however, before the end of sum-
mer it will be possible to train
over 60 men. The unit is author-
ized 131 enlisted men, it was said.
Federal recognition is expected to
be issued in the near future.
Any man 'between the ages of
17 and 65 is eligible to join. How-
ever, a prospective 17-year-old
enlistee must have the consent of
his parents, it was said. If over
35, a prospective enlistee must
have had prior military service.
Drill nights are on Thursday and
a full day's pay is made for each
drill period. Uniforms for men of
the unit are expected to arrive
about March 22.
School Beginners
Asked To Register
School Officials Need
Information To Obtain
State Per Capita Fund
Registration of all pupils who
will be eligible to enter school in
the city or county for the first
time in September will be held
now through March 31, according
to an announcement from city and
county school officials.
Parents may register their chil-
dren by mail or by calling at one
of the schools, it was stated.
Necessary information includes
the name and birthdatS of the
name and address of par-
ents or guardian, and whether the
child will attend the city or
county schools.
The purpose of the registration,
according to the school officials,
is to determine the number of
pupils who will enter school so
that necessary arrangements car.
be made to accommodate them in
September. Also, it is necessary
to notify the State Department of
Education of the number of pu-
pils who will be registered in the
schools to obtain the per capita
fund allowed for each child, it
was explained.
Furniture and equipment for
the hospital are being re-
ceived on schedule and no delay
in the opening of the plant is
anticipated. There are still a num-
ber of unpaid pledges to the
building fund and those contrib-
utors are urged to pay these
pledges as soon as possible since
the money will be needed to pay
final bills and buy supplies, he
added.
Meanwhile a complete hospital
staff of t+xperienced personnel has
been secured for the operation of
the hospital when it is opened,
Clifton Hollowell, chairman of
the committee reported.
Miss Virginia Belt, currently
serving as county health nurse,
has been employed as head nurse.
Miss Belt is a graduate of the
nursing school at the Kentucky
Baptist Hospital in Louisville and
served' for several years in gov-
ernment hospitals in Louisville
and at Outwood. Prior to her con-
nection with the local health unit,
she was head nurse at the Dyer
Clinic, Kuttawa.
Miss Anna Louise Moore, a na-
tive of Kuttawa, and a graduate
of the nursing school at St.
Joseph's Infirmary, Louisville,
has been employed as surgical
nurse. She served for a number
of years in the surgical depart-
ment at St. Joseph's and for three
years in Barnes General Hospital,
St. Louis. For the past year she
has been employed as surgical
nurse at the Murray Hospital, Mr.
Hollowell said.
Hugh L. Earl, a native of Fulton
with a degree as X-ray and lab-
oratory technician, will be in
charge of this work at the new
hospital. Mr. Earl has served in
this capacity in the Ferlton hospi-
tal, helped to set up and operate
a 60-bed hospital in Union City,
Tenn., and served for a number
of years in the Army where he
set up and operated units in the
European Theatre of war.
Eight practical nurses, all with
a number of years experience In
nursing, have been secured
work in the new hospital. Th.
are Wanda Ramey, Edith Lam,
Sue Trader, Lillie Fuqua Jean
Larkins, Anne Watson. Mrs.
Stanley Smurawa and Mrs. Ben-
nie Larkins.
Leo Walker, former prominent
business man of Princeton, has
been employed as business man-
ager. Mrs. Laura Lee Stephens
will be the bookkeeper and typ-
ist. She has had experience in
this type of work at Outwood
Veterans Hospital, Mr. Hollowell
said.
Hershal Robertson has been em-
ployed as maintenance man. Mrs.
Lena Satterfield will be the head
cook, assisted by Georgia McClel-
land. Richard Hollowell, who has
has experience in a veterans hos-
pital, has been employed as order.
ly. Mildred Hunter and Mary
Scott, maids, complete the stet'
to operate the new hospital,
was stated.
Hospital Auxiliary To •
Sponsor Lecture And
Silver Tea March 13
The Woman's Hospital Auxil-
iary will sponsor a lecture and
sliver tea on Tuesday, March 13,
at the Central Presbyterian
Church with the silver donation
to be used for the opening day
expenses of the new Calchvell
County War Memorial Hospital
and the beautification of the hos-
pital grounds, it is announced.
The program will start at 2:30
p. m. in the auditorium of the
church with Mrs. P. A. Jones, La-
Cente r, Ky., delivering an ad-
dress on her experiences while in
Europe for two months last year
as a member of the Homemakers
delegation from Kentucky. All
women of the county and especi-
ally members of the Homemakers
clubs are urged to attend, it was
stated.
Immediately after the lecture a
silver tea will be held in the an-
nex of the church.
ILL OF PNEUMONIA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, of
South Jefferson street, were in-
formed last Friday that C. A.
Woodall ILI, son oil Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Woodall, Jr., of Hopkins-
ville, haci been admitted to the
Jennie Stuart Hospital, suffering
with pneumonia. However his
physician states that he is re-
sponding to treatment as well as
could be expected.
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MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION 
THOMAS McCOMNIELL
 
 He IDITOR
4-H Club Week
Approximately 540 boys and girls in Caldwell county are ob-
serving National 4-H Club Week March 3 through March 11.
The 20 4-H Clubs are organized groups of young people who
are engaged in farming, homemaking or community activities under
the guidance of co-operative extension workers and local volunteer
leaders trained by them.
The 4-H Club program' is a part of the national system of co-
operative extension work in agriculture and homemaking, in which
the United States Department of Agriculture, 'the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, and the county extension or-
ganization participate.
Any boy or girl between the ages of 10 and 21 who agrees to
"learn by doing" may enroll in a 4-H Club. The club elect's its own
officers, plans and carries out programs based on the needs and
Interests of the young people, holds regular meeting, and takes part
in community activities. There are 4-H Clubs in practically all
counties of every state, and in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
The program is helping to increase farm income, improve
standards of living, increase the satisfaction from community life,
and prepare young people for adult responsibilities.
To help prepare tomorrow's citizens physically, mentally and
spiritually, 4-H Club work provides opportunities for voluntary
participation in programs, built on needs and interests, through
which 4-H members develop talents for greater usefulness; join with
friends for work, fun, and fellowship; learn to live in a changing
world; Choose a way to earn a living; produce food and fiber for
home and market; create better homes for better living; conserve
nature's resources for security and happiness; build health for a
strong America; share responsibilities for community improvement,'
and serve as citizens in maintaining world peace.
Under A Buttonwood Tree
In 1792, when George Washington was still serving his first
term as President, the government found that it had to sell "stocks"
to help pay for the Revolutionary War. But people had a natural
reluctance to buy these securities unless they were sure they could
be easily and quickly resold. In other words, a market place was
needed.
So one was established, under a buttonwood tree which stood
near the present location of the New York Stock Exchange. Traders
met there each day to buy and sell. And the stock exchanges of the
present serve precisely the same function--except that they now
list thousands of securities representing the industry and enterprise
of America.
Actually, the basic idea underlying the security exchanges is
simplicity itself. In effect, the stocks are auctioned. As with any-
thing else of value, from a piece of furniture to a farm, the buyer
wants to pay as little as poisible and the seller wants to get as much
as possible. The exchanges provide a market where the two can
meet, adjust their differences as to value, and transact their business.
The exchanges do not buy or sell securities or set or influence
prices in any way. The owners and would-be owners do that. And
those owners now number something like 15,000,000 Americans, most
of whom possess only moderate means and incomes.
--(The Kentucky Standard)
New Politics Book
A compilation of election statistics and an analysis of the poli-
tical behavior of Kentucky has just been completed by Prof. Jasper
Shannon, of the Department of Political Science at the University
of Kentucky, and Miss Ruth McQuown, of the Bureau of Government
Research of the University of Kentucky. Mr. Shannon is primarily
responsiblesfor the interpretation and analysis of the volume, which
bears the name 'Presidential Politics in Kentucky
-1874-I948." Miss
McQuown assumed the responsibility for the statistics.
Mr. Shannon has been studying political problems throughout
the country, being a member of an important group of Political
science instructors that is investigating the workings of political
parties and the effect of their platforms. He and others have made
a thorough study of national political conventions largely in relation
to platforms. The Kentucky study is in reality more of a survey of
election results and their cause, variations and effects than of whatthe layman might call political behavior, and the attempt has been
made to examine the data critically and scientifically rather than
erploit the psychological, dramatic and spectacular side in which
Kentucky has indulged so freely and produced such ample phe-
nomena.
The Maps show tfie counties carried 'by the Democrats and the
counties carried 'by the Republicans in presidential races over a
period of years and reveal how the swings that have affected what
might often be called a border or doubtful state followed a verydefinite trend with a few exceptions, notably the Wilson landslidein 1912 and the Hoover landslide in 1928. The maps show that the
agrarian counties which are normally Democratic usually follow this
tendency, though in the years in which President Roosevelt ran, labor
sections also followed this trend. In the conclusions, after analysis
of the vote in each of the presidential years, it is pointed out that
after 1944 some thought Kentucky would return to the pattern ofthe 1920's as a doubtful state, but in 1948 this clearly was not sus-
tained. As a county-by county analysis by change also is made, it is
very interesting to note how few counties change from Democratic
to Republican or vice versa. The change is usually by a decline in
the vote in the counties which retain their complexion on the black-
and-white map showing the party divisions. In other Vv-ords, it be-
comes apparent that often the stay-at-home vote decides elections
in Kentucky. An observation of our own is that this is not due so
much 'to apathy as to grim determination.
Prof. Shannon and Miss McQuown have made a very valuable
study and they have gotten together in a book that can be kept the
maps and figures for which political observers spend a good deal
of time searching. Indeed, we would like to see this study extended
to the gubernatorial races and all statewide races in the off years.
—(The Lexington Herald)
China Peril Foreseen
Henry Adams—great grandson of a president, grandson of a
president, son on an eminent statesman
-scholar and a powerful stu-
dent and writer on his own—wrote, as far back as 1897 that Korea
was the strategic center of the east and that Russia would eventually
make a desperate fight for it. He also observed, in a private letter
that Russia and America "are the two centers of power."
In 1903 Adams wrote this remarkably uncomfortable and ap-
parently accurate prophecy:
"My Statesmanship is still all on China, where the last strug-
gle for power is to come. China is bound to go to pieces and every
year a long step to the bad. The only country now in the spot is
Russia, and if Russia organizes China as an economical power, the
little drama of history will end in the overthrow of our clumsy
western civilization. We can never compete with Asia, and Chinese
coal and labor organized by a Siberian syStem. In that event, I
allow till 1950 to run our race out. It does not interest me enough
to hang on for it another half century."
There is plenty of 'hindsight in this China affair, but the big
need is definition of a way out. Is there another Adams capable of
showing us how to escape a long developing terror.
--(Tulsa, Okla., World)
And We're Proud Of It
There are still people who insist you can tell a small town man
from a big city dweller. Don't you believe it! But if you do, thenit is with favoritism to the small town and the difference is in thefavor of its inhabitants. There are more small town people to judge
since they are in the majority with 60 per cent of the total popula-
tion. There are only five cities In the U. S. with more than a millionpopulation, only 92 with over 100 thousand, only 412 toWns of 26
thousand or more. So the country-man belongs to the larger group
and ask him how he feels about it.
—(Providence
-Journal Enterprise)
Little Chips Jest Among Us Washington(By Jack Wild)
By J. 8. H.
The greatest rider of all times: agreed with me and said, "Yep,
Westbrook Pegler. they dope up the horses to make
• • •
them run faster and now it's got-
When I returned to the office
from lunch Saturday, I noticed ten so they dope up the 
politicians
two visitors, one of whom I knew, to make them run better."
Tom 'McConnell graciously intro-
5 • •
E. B. Williamson from out on
Rural Route 3 came in over the
weekend to pay his subscription
for another year and to spend a
little time with us talleng•poli-
tics. I finally came out with the
statement thatpolitics is like horse
racing, for a person never knows
who will come in first on the fin-
al stretch. Then, Williamson put
it a little stronger than that. He
Kentucky Folklore
• • •
duced the other man as Mr. Kil- One of the minor wonders of
gore. I shook hands with him, told life to me and my Better Half is
him I was glad to meet him, but why anybody would want to
it was not until he informed me make his home in the Executive
that he would be the next gover- Mansion at Frankfort. After at-
nor of Kentucky did I realize he 'tending a reception of Governor
was Ben Kilgore, a candidate for and 'Mrs. Wetherby for members type faster with ten fingers than
the governorship, of the Kentucky Fourth Estate, the teacher could with two. We
• • 3 we agreed we were impressed got along fine but it was down-
Ben called me John and said he with the place, but decided we right embarrassing when the lit-
supposed it would be all right if prefer the simple things in our tie rascals, who must have sus-
he called me by my first name home here in Princeton. And I pected something, would say,
since he is older. So since he is a doubt seriously if I ever get the "Mr. Wild, won't you sit down
politician I guess it's all right Lady Boss back in the place again and show us how to type?" I 'was
for me to call him Ben. Now Ben even for a short visit. Some three too dignified in those days to tell
says he will be the next governor or four hours after the last visit, 'em the truth. •
because he is starting to politic she discovered she had walked
early. He also told us that the off with the wrong coat. We phon-
new car in which he drove to ed the Mansion and the servant,
Princeton is the best he has ever after looking at least five minu-
owned, because it didn't cost him ters for Mrs. Wetherby, got the
anything. The auto was given him Governor's wife out of bed so
by sUpporters to use for his cam- that the Lady Boss could tell her
paign, about the coat. Luckily, the coat
belonged to an old school mate
of mine and the one we lost still
was at the Mansion. We drove back
to the Governor's place where I
picked up the right coat, then we
sent the other to Lexington to its
rightful owner. "Imagine, losing
your coat in the Governor's
house!" the Lady Boss said. How-
ever that is not so bad as it seems,
for a few governors in the past
lost their honesty there.
"They Tell Me"
Next to accurate facts, proper-
ly documented, I love folk facts,
except that is hardly the right
word. The learned man, with
plenty of show of learning, pre-
faces his remarks by citing au-
thorities, often by chapter and
verse or 'EY page. Often he seems
to imply that the matter is then
settled, hat no one can dispute his
authorities and bring his further
remarks into a n y questionable
position.
Chaucer's lawyer could recite
from memory all the court de-
cisions that had been handed
since the time of William the
Conqueror. And many another
person I have known, in books or
in the flesh, was bristling with
facts, documented facts. In gradu-
ate study one gets to such a point
that he almost expects a person
in ordinary conversation to stop
after each statement and cite his
authorities.
But the most ponderously
learned man is no more sure of
himself than the genuine folk
yarn-spinner or historian. He has
his authorities, too, even though
cynics like you and me may not
have heard of them or may not
trust their learning. Every once
in a while someone gives some
wild wouldsbe fact and quotes
somebody that I certainly have
not read about. "Uncle George"
or "Aunt Mary" seems to be au-
thority enough to satisfy the folk
mind. But even better than this
actual calling of names is the ex-
pression "They tell me" or some
similar statement. Every language
that I know anything about has
just such an expression. ,
Suppose we take German and
French, for instance: "Man sagt,"
say the Germans; "On dit," say
the French. We used to say "Man
says," when this word "man"
meant just what we now express
with "they" in "They say," which
is as good a translation of the
French and German sentences as
you could find. I teach my stu-
dents that this is very indefinite
that it is better to specify the
source of one's news or, gossip,
that it is more elegant in speech
to leave off such rigmaroles. Hon-
estly, however, I am such that I
am only half-way sincere when I
follow textbooks and teach the
undesirability of these indefinite
expressions. I know that every
one of my students will resort to
this impersonal way of telling
things right on through life, un-
deterred by my teaching and
desk
-pounding. Any maybe there
is something in all of us that
loves to resort to this passing on
a bit of gossip or unauthorized
news and dodging be the
anonymity of "They say."
A few days before I wrote this
essay, a man said to me that
"They say that cattle kneel at
midnight on Christmas Eve." I
did not ask him to name his au-
thority, as I, too, have he
"them" say the same thing all
my life. Wouldn't it be strange if
suddenly some newspaper should
publish an article that began
somewhat as follows: mlifs. Ed-
ward M. Johnson, editor of the
Podunk Chronicle, says that his
cattle knelt last Christmas Eve; he
and a dozen of his neighbors saw
them," At once there would be a
hubbub In Podamk, and many a
person would laid Editor Johnson
for his rash statement; even some
of those who half-way believe the
tradition would resent its being
found out by some skeptical
watcher, Who actually took a
flashlight or • lantern and went
to his own barn to spy upon his
livestock.
As long as the saying is in so-
lution, it seems worthy of belief;
cold-blooded actuality spoils it.
It is very much like Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes' suggestion that a
cold-'blooded lover, especially one
trained in anatomy or biology,
might classify his sweetheart in
the same fashion as he would run
down a flower or a wild animal:
her measurements, the number of
teeth, the facts about her skele-
ton, etc., etc.
Do cattle kneel at midnight on
Christmas Eve? I have never
found a book that said that they
did. I have never talked to any
one that saw this strange phe-
nomenon. But "They say" that
this occurs every year, the only
hitch being that in my family,
with a lot of conservative influ-
ence from before the change of
the calendar, the cattle iciselt on
the night before Old Christmas
Eve. Fidelity cattle had not yet
learned that the calendar had
been changed in 1582 or that
the English finally had accepted
the change, rather reluctantly, in
1752, not long before the Robert-
sons and Fullers and the rest
caine from Northern Ireland.
When George Washington went
to Barbados in 1751, he said the
island's ruin was good but ex-
travagantly costly at 45 cents for
a gallon.
Wall Street is so named for the
wall built there in 1653 by Gov.
Peter Stuyvesant of New Amster-
dam
The Amazon Rive r, from its
mouth to the source of its farth-
est tributaries, is 2,900 miles long.
Some historians call Arizona
the Valentine State since it was
admitted to the Union Feb. 14,
1912.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service reports domesticated
European geese and swans have
lived 70 or 80 years.
FIELD SEED!
The weather is clear a nd
now is the time to begin
sowing for spring crops and
Pastures. Cayce-Yost can
furnish you with - - -
Korean Lespedesa
Kobe Lespedesa
Serecia Lespedeza
Ky. 31 Fescue
Rye Grass
Sudan Grass
Black Wilson Soy Beans
KIngwa Soy Beans
Ogden Soy Beans
Wabash Soy Beans
Oklahoma Alfalfa
Kenland Red Clover
Red Clover
Alsike Clever
Ladino Clover
Sweet Clover
Red Top
Kentucky Blue Grass
White Clover
Timothy
Broome Grass
Orchard Grass
Rape
Clinton Oats
Seed Sowers
Seed Inoculant
Complete Seed Cleaning and
Separation Plant
For 44 Years the Farmers
Bost
In lloplkInevIlle It's
Cayce-Yost Co.
(Incorporated)
As I went spinning through
Kenton county the other day some
of the years seemed to drop away
and I was back at Independence
School again, whore I had been
hired to teach English. A week
before school was to open that
tall, a letter had come say.ng that,
as I had studied journalism at
U. K. and had worked on a news-
paper, why it ought to be easy
enough for me to teach senior
typing also.
Well, I sweated it out—literally
—and it wasn't long before some
of the kids in the class could
Then the typing teacher who
didn't know how to type was giv-
en a class to teach in commercial
arithmetic. I suppose the princi-
pal figured that a newspaperman
naturally would be a whiz at fig-
ures. The only figures I knew any-
thing about were figures of
speech. If only he had asked me,
quick like, how many pecks in
a bushel or what per cent of ten
is one, he would have saved ev-
erybody concerned a lot of agony.
As it was, my good wife, whose
only claim to fame as a mathema-
tician was that twice she kept
within the $5.00 allotted for the
week's groceries, did the problems
at home for me so I wouldn't ap-
pear too utterly ignorant to the
kiddies.
One memory had to do with a
play called "Henry's Mail-Order
Wife" that was presented by the
Independence teachers for par-
ents, pupils and patrons. You
surely know the story—about the
lonesome cowboy who write to
a matrimonial agency for a wife,
the other hands getting wise to
it, dressing up one of their num-
ber to look like a girl, and passing
"her" off on poor Henry. Reuben
Hinsdale, who now is principal
at Simon Kenton High, was Hen-
ry, and I—my cheeks still burn
at the thought— was cast as his
mail-order wife. Miss Elma Tay-
lor, another teacher, fixed me up
Lf-tter
(By Jane lads)
Washington — Americans are
getting married younger than
they used to.
The great bulk of men marry In
their twenties, women in their
late 'teens and ea r I y twenties.
Half of the men take the leap be-
tween 22 and 28 years of age.
Half of the wmnen get married
• between 19 and 24.
Dr. Paul C. Glick, chief of the
social statistics section, tells me
these facts were revealed in a
Bureau of Cenaus.survey of more
than 25,000 scientifically selected
households throughout the nation.
About three-fourths of the hus-
bands are older than their wives.
Dr. Glick thinks this is because
the man, as sole or primary pro-
vider cif economic support for the
family, spends several years
building up his earning capacity
before taking on a wife. Also
wives sometimes prefer older
men because they think they're
better able to-take care of them
than a man their own age or
younger.
The survey shows that men in
jobs bringing in higher salaries,
or in jobs requiring more spec-
ialized training, tend to delay
marriage one to three years past
the age at which men in most oth-
er occupations marry. The aver-
age age of men making $6,000 or
more is about 31 compared with
22 years of age for those making
under $1,000.
City women, the survey show-
ed, were about one year older on
the average when they married
than farm women. Dr. Glick says
this is probably due to the fact
•
with long dress, high heeled
shoes, and a pretty red wig made
out of her own hair, and she also
coached me in my falsetto. It was
a cold winter night but it was
plenty warm up on that stage,
and Reuben was perspiring freely
in the courting scenes. Things
were moving along fairly well
except that I was having trouble
balancing on the high heels, and
then it happened. Reuben moved
suddenly as if to grab me, and I,
lady that I was, hopped nimbly
away—right into a bucket of wa-
ter that was one of the stage
props.
likely to work outside the home Do You Know?
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the most important factors In 
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into France,
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the step, or until their education is The state flower of
the women in cities are more
completed. Men often postpone
marriage until they feel they're
up to supporting a wife and fam-
ily. Women sometimes delay un-
til they Seel they're ready to start
having children.
As for remarriage, women who
remarry do so at a much young-
er age on the average than men
do. There's about a three-year
difference between husband and
wife in first marriages and about
five in second marriages, Dr.
Glick adds.
•
Life expentancy at birth in the
United States is now above 67,
almost 30 years longer than it
was in 1850.
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"And he forgot my 'birthday! When I asked him
would be, he said, 'Oh boy! Hot Dog! It's the day we start
Princeton Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D. MilIC"
Princeton Creamery
DIAL 2063 Hopkinsville Str
Staatt-iteerw.s ei Speatat Vail,' city
GET your hands on this strapping honeyand hold onto your hat and heart.
For this sparkling new car — and we mean
completely new—is the smartest, the richest,
the highest-powered automobile Buick has
ever provided at its bedrock SPECIAL price.
Literally, everything here is new but the
name.
There's a brand-new X-member frame that's
brawny and rugged, and a weight saver in
the bargain.
There's a brand-new chassis—but still with
the buoyant cradling of coil springs on all
four wheels, the solid keel of a torque-tube,
the soft steady going of Safety-Ride rims and
cushiony low-pressure tires.
There's a brand-new body of spacious dimen-
sions and a stunning interior richer than any-
eiket, am 'PRIMO/RS at *it
DYNAPLOW 
—soviet strain on driver
and we
riasaists rowort-high-teinprosaion,
usthihksheind engin* gets More good from
&rosy drop col Fuel
PUSII-11Alt roasraoNr-combines mod
sIyht end unsurpassed protection
WWI-GLOW INSTRUMINTS — greotor
elarfty of nigh,
TOSIGIM-TURI DRIVII—steodies ride, im-
prove* driving control
DUAL VINTILASION--outsid• sir hod sep-
arate/1.Se rIghr or lofl of frost compare...en,
thing in SPECIAL history--a lighter, ruggedly
strong steel body in a full array of styles,
including a Convertible and Riviera.
Yes, all this and brand-new power, too!
It's walloping new straight-eight valve-in-
head Fireball power from an engine entirely
new to this Buick Series—the high-economy
F-263 Fireball engine.
With more power to call on, and with less
weight to carry, this nimble traveler zooms
to new performance even greater than that
of most cars beyond its price range.
Better come in real soon and meet this brand-
new kind of SPECIAL delivery — and the low
delivered prices that go with it.
Reeiressist. esesesemes, &inn mul INsdel• aro syle.rt kr *have trithort
4-WHWIL COIL SPRINGING — cushion'
ride, sores servicing costs
SIILIWINERGIZINO IIIRAXIS — hydraulic
multiply podal.prossure fire lime* at brakedrum
DRIRAILINI STYLING—tapered, car
-length
lenders, gleaming weepapeors on mod
models
Must Sell-Jock/mg luggage lid, SlopOn
parking broil*, two.way Ignition leek, Safely-
Rid. rims, Hi
-Poised onpin• mourtlinp, Body
by Fish*,
•Stondo,d on lonDseAsTsit, opt,onol ot extra cost on other serred,
WSW MTH AUWASORILIS All SU11.1 BUICK W11.11 BUILD RIM
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Sheriff's gale For
Delinquent Taxes
1 Glover J. Lewis, sheriff of Caldwell County, Kentucky, will
L;nday, March 19, 1951, same being county court day, at the
house door in Princeton, Kentucky, between the hours of 10
and 4 p. m., sell real estate of the following list for taxes for
sr 1950. Those paying their taxes on or before this date will
en from this list.
GLOVER J. LEWIS, Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky
Is The Time To Buy
ncrete and Cinder Blocks
Before They Go Up!
efore They Get Scarce!
GRADE
MOM
UBY LUMBER\CO.
(you're S' 7" or taller, we've got the perfect summer dress.
for you. It's Tiffany Tall'S "Happy Talk" chambray
With white pique Buster Brown collar, two diagonal patch
pockets and four inverted kick pleats. A wonderful buy
in grey, navy or brown. Tall sizes 12-20.:
PRINCETON CITY, WHITE
Boyd, Dorthey, 1 lot 411.18
Brawn, Merle, I lot 
 
74.00
Cornick 011 Co., 1 lot .  11.75
Crow, Mrs. J. G., 1 lot 
 
28.20
Fuller, Albert, 1 lot   16.43
Gresham, Roy M., 1 lot 
 
31.70
Hopper, Phillys, 1 lot . 1.77
Howton, Henry, 1 lot   4.68
Huston, W. C. N. R., 63 J 2.35
Johnson, J. L., 1 lot 
 
11.75
Lear, Todd, 1 lot 
 
52.17
McGregor, Lourd, 2 % A., 
 
15.25
Martin, Melvin Est., 1 lot 
 
45.83
Mitchell, Mrs. Beatrice, 125 acres 
 
2.05
ltioh, Raymond, 2 lots 
 71.20
Mar grett & Francis Groom, 1 lot 
 
37.60
Williams, R. B., 1 lot 
 
31.70
PRINCETON, COUNTY WHITE
Alexander, R. M., 33 acres 
Boyd, Charlie, '51/2 acres 
Crisp, Martha, 200 acres 
Cunrnrigham, W. A., 1 lot 
Fralick, Jewell T., 1 lot 
Freemar, Urey Est., 107 & 79 
Hayes, Eugene, _5 & 14 acres 
Hogan, Walter, 61/2 acres 
Hunsaker, Ernest, 10 acres 
Jones, Herbert, 1 lot 
Matingly, E. B., 11/2 acres 
Marlow, Owen, 1 lot 
Morris, Basil, 180 acres 
Oliver, Elbert, 8 acres 
Oliver, Elizabeth, 5 acres 
Seymore, William L., 50 acres 
Shebal, L. 'M., 1 lot 
Sigler, Arbie,,10 acres 
Stephens, Joe, 6 acres 
Stewart Oil Co., 1 lot 
Williamson, Edward, 43/4 acres 
DONALDSoN, WHITE
Beckner, J. H., NR 135 acres 
Brown, James L. 'ESL 125 acres 
Cantrall, T. A., 270 acres
Chandler, Lacy, 12 acres 
Clayton, W. S., 329 acres.
McNeely, J. W. Est. Min. Rts 
Metcalf, John G., 150 acres 
Simpson, Aubry, NR 22 acres 
Williamson, Gilbert, 481/2 acres-- -
Dortch, Howard, 88 acres 
Eskew, William G., 100 acres 
Hackney, Zeb, 95 acres
$29.28
6,58
8.20
4.77
31.00
23.78
8.63
3.08
14.35
3.53
46.13
2.35
57.25
7.60
13.75
29.26
20.50
12.73
21.15
177.41
37.60
17.43
25.65
 12.30
1.03
 30.75
.10
8.20
5.13
35.60
21.95
22.63
 32.69
BUCKSNORT, WHITE
Allen, Geo., 48 acres 
Allen, J. R., 100 acres 
Barett, Richard, 62 acres 
Cartwright, Charlie, 180 acres 
Cotton, Melvin, 25 acres 
Cotter. Omer. 411/2 acres 
Crow, Justus, 44 Acres 
Crowder, R. H., 1 lot 
Dillingham, Ruth, 1 lot
Galloway, Matthew, 4 acres 
Goodaker, Roy W., NR 10 acres 
Goodson, Mrs. Charles, 368 acres 
Hart & Young, 80 acres 
Harting, Mary C., 1 lot 
Hopper, Mary E., 120 acres 
Howton, Sheltie, 27 acres 
Hutson, Carl W., 2 acres 
Jewell, J. C., 100 acres 
Ray, H. L., 30 acres 
Redden, Chas., 4 acres 
Robinson, J. T., 5 acres 
Robinson, Jas. W., 6 acres 
Thomason, Jim Ed, 45 acres 
'Young, Eugene, 1 lot 
HARMONY, WRITE
Burgess, Edward & Thelma, 1 lot 
Hall, R. L., 58 acres 
Ladd, Clint & Howard, 171 acres 
32.50
16.40
5.55
37.73
15.80
26.18
44.50
7.18
, 9.22
10.25
1.53
22.55
7.38
11.28
10.25
11.70
31.17
5.13
1.64
7.60
1.03
4.02
5.15
13.30
Ladd, Fatal, 37 acres 
Porter, Matroy, 5A & 14844A 
FREDONIA CITY, WHITE
Adams, E. J., 1 lot 
AatsbY, Mrs. Daisy, 1 lot 
Brown, Reed, 1 lot 
Lobb, Mrs. E. T., 1 lot .
Moore, Coy, 1 lot 
Woodall, Walton, 1 lot .
' FREDONIA COUNTY, WHITE
Hardy, Mrs. a L., 1 lot ,. 
 
14.35
Hunt, Heater, 55 acres 
 
10.25
•Kennady, Nelly, 97 acres 
 
8.20
McCrackin, Willis, 1 lot 
 
4.10
Patterson, John Est., 2 acres .51
Phelps, Luther, 49 acres 
 
14.35
Sun Oil Co., 477 A min. Rta. 
 
.93
Wilson, Holeman R., 638 acres 282.90
PRINCETON, CITY COLORED
Asher, Martha, 1 lot 
Baker, Frank A., 2 lots 
Baker, Mrs. Paul, 1 lot 
Bailey, W. H, 1 lot 
Burnous, Tilford, 1 lot 
Collier & Wimberduff, 1 lot 
Crump, Eliza Est., 2 lots 
Gaither, Birdie, 1 lot 
Glover, Ellor Augie, 1 lot 
U. B. F. Hall, 1 lot 
Harmon, Ellis, .1 lot 
Hogan, Charlie, 1 lot 
Hollowell, Helen, 1 lot 
Kennedv, Frank & Evelin. 1 lot 
MeNary, Mark, 1 lot 18 acres 
Mitcherson, Lucy & Georgia Harris, 1 lot 
Newsom, Charlie, 1 lot 
Osborn, Homer, 1 lot 
Osborn, Horatio, 1 lot 
Ousley, Dewey, 1 lot 
Pollard, Charles Est., 1 lot 
Sims,. Silas, 1 lot .....
Standard, L. L., 1 lot 
Standard, Birdie, 1 lot 
Thomas, Dr. H. A. Eat, 1 lot 
Thompson, Robert, 1 lot 
Whorton, Cleatus, 1 lot 
Whorton, Arther, 1 lot 
Wood, Sallie Est., 1 lot 
Wood, Vivian, 1 lot 
PRINCETON, COUNTY COLORED
Calvert, Hilman, 3 acres 
Willoughby, Walter Jr., 18 acres 
DONALDSON, COLORED
Adams, Annie, 38A 121/2A MR 
FREDONIA, CITY COLORED ,
Hughes, James W., 1 lot 
Wilson, Don C., 1 lot 
FREDONIA, COUNTY COLORED
Byrd, Robie S. Est., 23/4 acres 
39.48
40.85
61.36
10.25
70.75
34.08
BETHANY 4-H CLUB
Nine members and 10 visitors
were present at the last meeting
of the Bethany 4-H Club with
James E. Traylor presiding, Jan-
ice Nichols reported.
After the pledge to the flag, led
by Miss Traylor, the coming
events of the club were reported
and discussed.
The program on "Making Ken-
tucky Farm Homes Attractive"
was given by Donald Coleman,
Ronald Coleman, Rebecca Tray-
lor, Keith Jenkins, Janice Nich-
ols, Ruby Lane and Jimmie
NicholS.
Assistant County Agent Roser
and Home Agent Wilma Vandiver
were present. The next meeting is
to be held April 5, it was stated.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Through March you will have a special LOW price
made you on bedroom and living room suites. And we have
a large stock to select from. Bedroom suites pricecbunder a
hundred dollars with many other fine quality suites to select
from: Such as solid cherry, solid mahogany, solid hard
maple hand rubbed and waxed. The living room suites are
the KROEHLER make. So that means quality.
We have a good selection of chrome dinette suites also priced to
sell as well as every item in our store. And you will find most everything
you will need for the home at BROWN'S.
Yes, we have on display a good selection of porch and lawn
metal furniture - - - such as gliders, sun lounges, chairs, rockers and
tables. Make your selection now for later delivery if you wish.
SEE OUR STOCK WHILE IT'S COMPLETE AND GET THE BEST FOR LESS
Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated Here, And Satisfaction Is
Guaranteed At 
 
•
BROWN'S
FURNITURE DEALER & FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Day Phone 3515 Night Phone 3320
Princeton, Ky.
3.88
27.00
10.58
12.34
5.29
47.00
18.80
5.68
8.23
16.45
6.44
7.61
7.05
9.40
5,88
11.28
8.81
5.85
9.38
8.23
9.05
.59
8.23
1.29
14.10
9.38
9.40
10.55
4.70
9 40
Stan Musial of the St. Louis
Cardinals s e t a new National
League record last season when
he scored 105 times. It was his
seventh straight campaign as a
scorer of more than 100 runs.
Ray Lumpp and Vince Borylp
of the New York Knickerbockers
In the National Basketball Associ-
ation, were roommates on the
1948 US Olympic basketball team.
Thirty-nine UCLA varsity foot-
ball players and 24 freshmen re-
ceived letters and numerals, re-
spectively, for their labors last
season.
ENGLANDER AIRFOAM-IN-
NERSPRING MATTRESS . . . A
newly designed mattress at a new
low price for so much luxury! It's
cushioned with a layer of Airfoom
on both sides of the tempered
steel innerspring unit. It carries a
10 year guarantee against struc-
tural defects, too. Matching box
spr;ng
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
PHONE 2035 NIGHT 3495
Choice of 80-square percale or
broadcloth in four smart styles.
Zipper fronts, shirtwaist, but-
ton coat types with cap sleeves.
Sizes: 14 to 44.
$L0051 Gauge
Nylons
$1.19 Silk
Headscarf $1.00
$1.50 Jacquard Ties $1.00
Women's Rayon Briefs
2 Prs. $1.00
49c Boys' Briefs 44c
$1.19 Plastic Drapes $1.00
$1.98 Rayon Slips $1.67
Prints or 2-tone combi-
nations in 80. sq. per-
cale or broadcloth.
Sizes: 3-6X.
PLASTIC TABLECLOTH
Reg.. $1.49
4 hand painted patterns. 54x
54 inch size. Waterproof,
acid a n d heat-resistant.
Colorful.
MEN'S WORK SOCKS
5 Prs. $1.00
Good quality cotton in pop-
ular slack length with snug-
fitting elastic top. Sizes 10
to 12.
COTTON
DISH TOWELS
14x26 In. She
6 for $1.00
Heavyweight, absorbent
white cotton with cheerful
colored border. Comes 6 in
. Ray V.T.
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Charles ,Dean Akridge, student
at Murray College, spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. R. Akridge.
Frankie Wright , student at
Campbellsville College, Camp-
bellsville, spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
E. F. Ordway spent several days
last week in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge and
son, Charles, were the Sunday af-
ternoon guests o fher sister, Mrs.
Earl Hurst, Mr. Hurst and fain-
Hy of Marion.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young have
returned home from a three-week
vacation at Bradenton, Fla., where
they visited his f at h e r, W. F.
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Pratt McNeely
were Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell. Mr.
Yandell has been seriously ill of
virus pneumonia, but is reported
to be much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess
spent Sunday with Mrs. Mary
Louise Hoke and daughter, Jack-
ie, in Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young and
Billie Sam Young were dinner
guests of Mrs. Sam Howerton
Sunday.
Russell Yates has returned
home from Dyers hospital in Kut-
tawa, where he spent several days
last week suffering with an injur-
ed eye, caused from a door spring
flying back and striking the eye
ball.
Pfc. Paul Freeman, _Camp
Breckenridge, is spending a few
days leave with his mother, Mrs.
May Freeman.
SPRI TIME
FIX-UP TIME
Mrs. Ray Wigginton was ill at
her home here last week suffer-
ing with a throat Infection.
Mrs. Bill Smith and children,
Billy, Sue Ellen and David Allen,
of Salem, spent the weekend with
her sister, Mrs. W. B. Conway,
and family.
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs entertained
the G. A. Girls at her home Tues-
day afternoon -Rah a party.
Those present 'were Linda Lou
Rustin, Margaret Jones, Ada Nell
Brooks, Jo Ann Butts, Sharon
Rodgers, Doris Jean Tabor, Phyl-
lis Rodgers, Oma Tosh, Louise
Driver, Rebecca Peek, Mary May
Peek and Cora Groves. The devo-
tional for the day was from 2nd
Chron. 7 to 14 verses. The lesson
for the month was "Self Denial".
During the social period games
were played and refreshments
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson were
in Princeton Thursday.
Mrs. Bernice Akridge is ill at
her home suffering with rheuma-
tism.
Mrs. Cecil Brasher and son,
Dennis, visited Mr. and Mrs. Mur-
el Jones of Mexico, and Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Wring in Marion Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Baker and
children, Buddy and Joyce Nell,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and
children, Phillip and Wanda were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Beck and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps, Wanda
and Phillip Phelps, ahd Mrs. Dock
Baker, Joyce Nell and Buddy
Baker were in. Hopkinsville Sat-
urday.
WELL FILLYOURI:IEEDS
SIDING
ROOFING
MILLWORK
-PAINT
We've Got 'em All
New low prices on
quality materials
Advice on your plans
Stop in or phone
2061-2
* THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
U. K. Will Play Host
To High School Press
The 1951 convention of the Ken-
tucky High School Press Associa-
tion will be held March 30 and
31 at the University of Kentucky
with the U. K. Department of
Journalism serving as host. All
Kentucky high schools are invited
to send representatives, both stu-
dents and faculty, to the two-day
convention program which will
feature clinic sessions on various
phases in the production of schol-
astic publications. Schools wish-
ing a critical evaluation of their
publications at the convention
should mail copies of all the cur-
rent year's issues to the U. K. De-
partment of Journalism, Lexing-
ton, no later than March 10.
Henry Conway, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Conway, is stationed
in San Antonio, Texas, a member
of the U. S. Air Force.
Cpl. Frank Harmon, Ft. Knox,
spent the weekend with his moth-
er, Mrs. Nellie Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby spent
several days last week as guests
of friends in Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Young and
son, of Louisville, spent the week-
end with his father, L. B. Young
and Mrs. Young.
Mrs. Jim Blackburn and chil-
dren were the weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brown of the
Flatrock community.
Miss Mary Nell Melton was the
weekend guest of Miss Margaret
Campbell near Flatrock.
r s. Sherdie DeBoe, of Cadiz,
spent several days last week with
D. 0. Boaz and Miss Mary Ellen
Boaz. Mr. DeBoe spent Sunday
with them and was accompanied
home by Mrs. DeBoe Sunday af-
ternoon.
Miss Betty Brown, Owensboro,
spent the weekend with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brown,
Flatrock.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rogers and
daughters, Sharon and Phyllis,
spent Saturday night of last week
with Mrs. Rogers' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. Holman of Repton.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and 'Mrs.
Cecil Brasher were in Salem
Thursday. They were the dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith
who 'have recently moved to Sal-
em from the /arm here.
Billie Sam Young, student at
U. K., spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Young.
Over a 16 year period, the Uni-
versity of Arizona basketball
team has won seven Border Con-
ference Championships, twice
shared co-championships and fin-
ished second three times.
Ervin Pali c a, 23-year-old
Brooklyn Dodger mound ace, won
all 13 of his 1950 decisions after
July 4. He lost eight games.
Mat Surkont, who won five
games and lost two for the Boston
Braves last season, batted .435 in
nine games.
(By Cecily Brownstone)
If you've been grumbling about
food prices the past year, you'd
better take a deep breath-they're
going to be even higher in 1951.
You may not feel the rise immed-
iately but by mid-year it's a sure
thing you'll need to put more
money in your food budget.
One 'hopeful note, even in the
face of possible rationing, is that
we've been producing plenty of
food and we have large stocks of
staple foods-so that counting in
Army allocations,' Mrs. America
and her family will have plenty
of good things te eat.
If you're one of the millions of
people who feel dinner isn't din-
ner without meat you'll be glad
to know that livestock numbers
are above normal and that feed
grE.'in stocks are at' near record
levels. you'll probably be eating
More pork than any other kind of
meat in 1951, because we're mar-
keting the- third largest pork crop
in our entire food production his-
tory. The pork is good quality,
too, and there should be enough
variety in pork cuts to keep your
family satisfied.
There will be more beef around.
But don't count on veal, lamb, or
mutton to any 'great extent for
dinner menus; supplies will con-
tinue to be as slim as they've been
in the past year.
Fish is likely to be in about the
same supply as last y e a r. But
here's an optimistic note; the pack
of America's favorite canned fish,
tuna, for 1951 is a record one.
Maine sardines have also been
running ahead of usual produc-
tion. If you've been fretting about
the price of canned salmon, pre-
pare to see it even less plentiful-
ly on tables-the pack is the low-
est we've had since 1921.
Our poultry products have been
reaching record proportions, and
with meat continuing at high
prices, chicken every Sunday will
be in even greater demand. If
your family likes turkey, better
have those turkey dinners early
in the year, when there's plenty
of it around. Carry-over stocks of
our favorite big bird are expeeted
to 'be smaller than last year and
birds hatched in 1951 won't move
to market until late in the year.
The 1951 increase in price in
dairy products is not expected to
be as much as for some of the
other foods that Americans like.
The rise in price won't be felt as
soon as that of other foods; that's
because when Mr. and Mrs. Amer-
ica's income 'goes up, as it will in
1951, they're not likely to splurge
on 'butter and milk and cream and
cheese the way they are on steak
and roasts.
If you want to save on the fats
you use in cooking in 1951 your
best buy will probably be lard.
Complete your child's new Easter outfit with
smart Red Goose Shoes . . . Sandals, saddles,
buckles and straps ... We have them all.
Keyko
Oleomargarine
Country Fresh Flavor
(('OLORED)
Baby Food
CHOPPED
1/0 oz. jar . . . 14c
STRAINED
2 oz. tars . . 21c
Wesson
Oil
For Delicious Salads
Qt. bot.  76c
Pt. bot  41c
Snowdrift
Shortening
31b. can . $1.02
1 lb. coan  37c
2 BARS 27c
Rinso
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg.  32c
Giant pkg. . . . 63c
Swan
Toilet Soap
REG. SIZE
2 BARS 19c
Palmolive
Toilet Soap
(REG. SIZE)
2 BARS 19c
Super Suds
Soap Powder
Lb. pkg.  32c
Gitint pkg. . . . . 74c
Tide
Soap Powder
Lb. pkg.  32c
Giant pkg. . . . . 84c
Duz
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg.  32c
Giant pkg. . . . . 84c
Crisco
Shortening
3 lbs  $1.07
1 lb.  37c
Wilk" Airs ",LOw Prtce, Low Profit" Policy
Ifelpg The Wage-Earner's Pocketbook. .
1. ONLY ONE CENT PROFIT ON
YOUR DOLLAR. To help you to get
big values, A&P takes a very small profit
... only one cent on a dollar of sales.
1
, A:iFi haVs always been proud -of
the' outstanding meat values we'
..!fper at AO/
'. But we know thirvalue means
P14 
_
more than just low prices.
,ITh;tirwhyllir.sr skilled' meat
buyers are trained to know quality
"end insist upon it!
-1"-- gook -wow
That's why our skilled butchers
e trained to cut meat properly,
sh it accurately, wrap it securely
In short, to give you the kind
meat and service you wantr -
............•4
If thisies anything we can do to
akeyonr" moat department*o
/plea:Ito: shop,_ pleaskiet_
know!
Please write:a_
-CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
---
AdtP Food Stores . _
lb 
2,
Lethistee Ave., New York 1Y,N, Y.
CHUM SALMON, 1-lb. can 
TUNA FISH, California grated
6-01. can  2.5c
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Ann Page
1-lb. pkg.  17c
SPAGHETTI, Ann Page prepared
2 1514 on. cans 
NOODLES, Ann Page, fine, med., broad
12-oz. pkg. 
SALAD DRESSING, Ann Page, pt. jar
APPLE SAUCE, A&P fancy
2 No. 2 cans 
CHERRIES, red sour pitted
2 No. 2 cans 
APRICOTS, Ions, halves in syrup
No. 2% can 
FLOUR, Sunnyfield plain, 25 lb. bag
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE, 3 lb. bag 
HOMINY, Iona, 2 No. 2,x2 cans 
LIMA BEANS, Iona, 16-oz. can 
KIDNEY BEANS, Sultana red
 19c
GREEN BEANS, Iona, 2 No. 2 cans  27c
CUT BEETS, Iona, No. 2 can  12e
PEAS, Iona, 2 No. 303 cans  27c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, sweet
46-oz can 
SUGAR, fine granulated, 10 lb. bag 
CHOCOLATE DROPS, cream, 1-lb. bag
MARSHMALLOW EGGS, 1-lb. bag
JELLY EGGS, Worth More, 1-lb. bag . 25c
GOLD DUST, washing powder, lg. pkg. . 23c
WHITEHOUSE MILK, evap.
2 tall cans 
DRIED BEANS, baby lima or Gr.
North., 2 lb. pkg.  29c
BEVERAGES, Yukon Club (plus bot. dep.)
3 24-oz. bottles  29c
CRACKERS, N. B. C. Premium Saltines
1-lb. box  28c
DEXO SHORTENING, 3 lb. can  98e
BALLARDS BISCUITS, 2 ctns.  25c
QUAKER OATS, quick or reg.
48-oz. pkg. 
SYRUP, blue label, 5 lb. can  Mc
FAMOUS JANE PARKER TREATS
FILLED NUT RING, delicious pastry
GLAZED DONUT, delicious, doz. 
MARVEL BREAD, 20-oz. loaf 
MILK BREAD, 24-oz. loaf 
PIES, most varieties, ea. 
CHED-O-BIT, American cheese food
2 lb. loaf 
BLUE CHEESE, imported, lb. 
SHARP CHEDDAR CHEESE, lb. 
PHILA. CREAM CHEESE, 3-oz. port.
VELVEETA, Kraig cheese food
2 lb. loaf 
ICE CREAM, all flavors, pt. ctn. 
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2. STOREWIDE LOW PRICES ON
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS EVERY
DAY. To make it possible for you to
save on your total food bill no matter
what day you shop, A&P offers you store-
wide low prices on hundreds of items
every day, instead of just a few "week-
end specials."
5. ALL ADVERTISED PRICES GUAR.
ANTEED FOR A FULL WEEK. To
protect you against rising prices, A&P
guarantees all advertised prices (inelud.
ing those of items not subject to price
ceilings) for a full week, even though
,market prices go up.
4. PRICES PLAINLY MARKED ON
ALL ITEMS. To let you see what you're
spending while you shop, A&P plainly
marks prices on all items ...norjust on
the shelves.
5. ITEMIZED CASH REGISTER RE.
CEIPT. To make it easy for you to check
your purchases at home, A&P gives you
a cash register receipt itemizing each one.
6. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE OF
SATISFACTION. To assure you of
oomplete satisfaction, A&P guarantees
ID refund the full purchase price of any
article that fails to please you.
'AaP Believes This "Low Price.
Low Profit" Policy Saves the
Wage-Earner More Money
"All prices shown here (including those
of items not subject to price ceilings)
'are guaranteed-Wednesday, March 7th
through Tuesday, March 13th
SUPER RIGHT 7-RIB CUl
Pork Loin lb. 45c
Whole or Half, lb. 57c
BEEF ROAST, English, round should,
or blade cut chuck, lb. 
GROUND BEEF, fresh lean 
SHORT RIBS OF BEEF, lb. 
VEAL ROAST, square cut shoulder, lb
BOSTON BUTTS, fresh, whole or halt
FRESH PICNICS, short shank, lb. . 43
PORK SAUSAGE 1-lb. bag or bulk
lb. 45
HAMS, Super Right, fully cooked
(shank portion) lb.  Gb
SLICED BACON, All Good or Dawn
lb. 
SMOKED PICNICS, 4 to 8 lb. avg., lb.
SLAB BACON, any size cut 
SMOKED JOWLS, sugar cured, lb.
CANNED HAMS (84a lb.) es.
DRY SALT BACON, by the piece. lb
TURKEYS, full dressed, 14 Hal. down
lb. 
FRYERS, full dressed, tray packed, lb. 60c
DUCKLINGS, full dressed, to 4 lb. avg.
65c
FRYERS, full dress or tray packed, lb.
SHRIMP, fresh frozen, Jumbo size, lb.
COD FISH FILLETS, skinless, lb. 
BLACK SEA BASS, full dressed, lb,
SILVER SALMON STEAKS, lb.
POLLOCK FILLETS, lb. 
WHITE BASS, full dressed, lb.
HADDOCK FILLETS, lb. 
PEAK BRAND - EXTRA F. 's\
Tomatoes, tube 31c
GREEN BEANS, Black Valentine
excellent quality, lb. 
NEW RED POTATOES, le Ma 
CELERY. Golden Heart
2 Jumbo stalks 
RADISHES, round, red, 2 large bunches
KALE, clean, ready to cook
12-oz. pkg. 
SPINACH, Peak Brand, clean
12
-oz. pkg. 
GREEN ONIONS, fresh spring
2 lg. bunches 
CARROTS, Fresh California
2 bunches 
POTATOES, Indiana, U. S. No. 1
10 lbs. 
STRAWBERRIES, Blue Grass, fresh
frozen, 1-lb. pkg. 
BROCCOLI, Fresh', fresh frozen
10-oe. pkg. 
LIMA BEANS,'Freeh'e, fresh frozen
12
-oz. pkg. 
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ns For Cistern
Furnish Water
Farm Family
By R. A. Mabry
(County Agent)
e •to difficulties of obtaining
dequate water supply from
and springs for the home
for livestock on many farms
entucky, our farmers in re-
years have been interested
onstructing an inexpensive
rn for storing water caught
arm buildings. In the past
, many of thern have been
'tally interested in the posi-
es of using concrete blocks
Inkling rectangular cisterns.
Agricultural Engineering De-
nent has been receiving a
number of requests for plans
',reifications for this type of
•tne.
, engineers hesitate to rec-
A the use of cement blocks
• ts purpose for all soils in
ig-Time Professional
restling Every Friday
Night- - - 8:15
ekins.ille, Ky. - - -
In The Armory
i t'1111) EVERY WEEK
BOB. LUTTRELL
Promoter
NICK CULAS
itchmaker
Kentucky Veal Calves
Worth Over 12 Million
Kentucky has become one of
the leading states in the produc-
tion of veal calves, according to
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economies, University of
,Kentucky
An estimated 225,000 calves
were sold for veal the past year
for over 12 million dollars.
The growth of the veal business
in Kentucky, which by a by-prod-
uct of dairying, is due to the low
price of butterfat and the high
price of veal calves, it is stated.
Kentucky is so located that
veal calves can be placed at major
points within 48 hours, the main
centers of consumption being
large cities in the North and East.
The consumption of veal is said
to have doubled in 20 years.
the state because of the great var-
iations in 'the nature of the soils
in the various counties. Surveys
made in counties, where they
have a tight clay soil, show that
a number of farmers in these
counties have built 'cisterns Of
concrete blocks and some.of them
have been in use from one to five
years and have not leaked. In
some other counties, where the
earthen embankments were likely
to cave off, exerting a pressure
against the outside of the cistern
walls, this type of cistern has not
proved satisfactory.
The capacity of a 10' x 81r-cistern
is 4500 gallons. One thousand
square feet of guttered roof area
is needed to fill this cistern once
in 3 months, based on an average
Kentucky rainfall. A three-sec-
asketball Fans!
>X"
t;
Delux• FM-AM
Table Radio
ear all the games clear
a bell! Here's the fin-
FM table radio G.E.
ver built, with 7 tubes,
ig speaker, wonderful
ne. Gorgeous sunburst
luminated dial. Mahog-
y plastic cabinet,.
$59.95
las Installation
INCETON LUMBER CO.
eminary Phone 2081
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
A "TOP" MUST THIS YEAR
A. statement from Secretary of
Agriculture Brannan says that
everyone who can should have a
garden this year. The same was
said in this column about a month
ago, .but it bears saying again.
It always has been wise for
householders to grow vegetables,
if for no reason other than to
have plenty of vegetables garden-
fresh. There also was the reason
that as one worked in his garden,
he absorbed the healthful sun-
shine vitamin. It was wholesome
exercise besides, to say nothing
of the host of other good reasons
for home gardening.
For 1951, all preyious reasons
Mid, but this one in addition,
that it's smart, if not quite neces-
sary, to grow ohe's own vegeta-
bles for easing the budget as he
strives to meet the rising cost of
living. The season, sunshine and
rain are sure to be f riendl y.
There'll be just was much spare
time as in other years, and even
though prices for seed, fertilizer
and pest control materials have
risen somewhat, that spare time
can be transformed into vegeta-
tion 30' long cistern of this type
would 'be required to supply the
water needs of a 1 a mil y of 5
where running water is to be
available in the kitchen, bath-
room, and laundry.
Alternate method of construct-
ing cistern roof slab with precast
concrete joists:
Precast concrete joists to be of
such dimension and reinforced as
specified on plan.
2. Before laying top course of
block, place precast joists as
shown on Plant
3. Use jamb or sash block at
end locations of joists. (Standard
block may be used to provide a
recessed slot for joist ends by cut-
ting off one ear projection at one
end of the block.) Note position
of half blocks in top course mas-
onry construction.
4. Build forms ibetameen joists
as shown on drawing and provide
openings for manhole and down-
spout drain.
5. Provide and locate reinforce-
ment as specified on plan.
6. Strip forms after top slab
has been most cured for several
days.
A Three Days
Cough Is Your
Danger Signal
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Creomulsion has
stood the test of millions of users.
SREOMUILMI?N
4otwounceineid
WILLIAM L. MAYS, JR.
for the last several months manager of
Mid-Continent Petroleum Co.'s
bulk plant at Princeton and wholesale distributor for
FIRESTONE TIRES
left February 28, to enter the Armed Forces.
During his absence, this business, established by his late father,
W. L. "Body" MAYS, will be continued by.
MRS. ETHEL R. MAYS
who will sincerely
patronage.
DISTRIBUTOR
appreciate a continuation of your valued
Ky. Farm News
Sam Litton of Rowan county
sold his tobacco loran average of
904.92 pe rhundred, after housing
it late in reasonably good
weather.
In Graves county, 529 boys are
tnertibers of 4-H clubs.
The majority of Carlisle county
farmers who used coke for 'tobac-
co curing realized good returns,
while those not using it had al:
most complete failures in curing.
The Garrison 4-H Club in Lew-
is county made and sold Christ-
mas wreaths to raise money for
their treasury.
In Clark county, 2,261 dog li-
censes were sold in the past eight
months, and more than 500 dogs
were impounded.
Fifty-t w o strawberry growers
of Rockcestle county have formed
as association to market through
the Cumberland Strawberry
Growers Association,
In Mercer county, 534 samples
of soil have been tested since a
laboratory was opened for that
purpose about 14 months ago.
Lawrence county farmers have
set up a long-time goal of having
4,000 acres of alfalfa grown in
the county.
Indications are that Ky 26 to-
bacco will be a major variety
grown in Bracken county. this
year, inasmuch as it was success-
ful in wei ght and quality for
many farmers for the past two
years.
It is expected that strawberry
acreage in Galloway county will
decrease, due to last year's diffi-
culty in getting pickers.
Green county homemakers are
working to do away with many
common hazards which cause
home accidents.
Orders for t re e seedlings in
Marshall county are about 30 per-
cent less than a year ago, partly
due to a shortage of farm labor.
Hopson News
Mr. and Mrs.' Thomas Merrick
spent Thursday with Mr. and
Mrs. John Hart.
Mr. John Hart has been suf-
fering from rheumatism the past
week.
Rev. and Mrs. B. J. Bland spent
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Lar-
ry Mitchell.
'Mr. R. L. Hall has been ill for
the past few weeks.
Miss Patsy Mitchell visited Miss
Jean Sherbert Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Mitchell
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
John Hart and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Dougl as Hall
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. King Mitchell, Eddyville.
Mr. and Mrs. Mote Ethridge and
Woodrcnv spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Ethridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Butler and
daughters are moving from this
community to Princeton.
Sunday School attendance at
Blue Spring Sunday was 202.
Rev. and Mrs. Wade Cunning-
ham were Sunday dinner guests
bles, to make a home gardener an
upper bracket wage earner, in-
come tax free.
Where there is only a small
plot, the garden may produce only
a few vegetables for the sumaner
table Much 'better would be a
garden large enough to grow
beans, tomatoes and corn for can-
ning, and white potatoes, sweet
potatoes and cushaws for storing.
In doing the canning at home, the
saving is tremendous. Also, What-
ever Vegetables are canned will
divert just that much of the com-
mercial pack to the Armed Forces,
in camps and abroad. As to this,
there is no dire emergency yet,
but home-canning is smart, mon-
eywise, and that's reason enough.
In every county seat are
county extension offices, where
anybody may go for help. Person-
al advice is to be had there, as
well as several Kentucky Exten-
sion Service circulars that deal
with all phases of home garden-
ing, to aid everyone who has the
space or can borrow it, to have a
go rden.
3300 Feet Of Sod
Waterways Planned
For Pettit Farm
(By Oliver C. Allcock)
SAVE HAY, PASTURE
Charles F.. Brannan, Secretary
of Agriculture; warns, "The call
for increased acreages of wheat
and corn does not mean a calf for
a plow-op of aereages that, from
the standpoint of conservation,
might better be left in hay or
Pasture and other 'essential crops.
For our increased livestock num-
bers, we will need pasture as well
as feed,- and each farmer should
make sure that in devoting more
land to wheat and corn, he is .not
doing violence to continuing-needs
for soil conservation."
1951 FARM PLANS
Henry Brandon, Jr., supervisor
of the Farm and Home Adminis-
tration, included soil and Water
conservation'-objectives in their
1951 program of activities.
George Pettit, whose farm is on
t h e Princeton-Eddyville r o ad,
has made plans to establish 3300
feet of sod waterways this spring.
The waterways will be about
twelve inches deep with sloping
banks, and wide enough to carry
the water. They are to be given a
double treatment of seed, manure
and fertilizer to insure a quick.
thick growth to prevent erosion.
'Mr. Pettit expects to use fescue
and ladino clover in the seeding'
mixture. •
POND SEEPAGE
Should new ponds be treated to
prevent seepage?
There will generally. be some
seepage in newly constructed
ponds. Unless seepage is excessive,
treatment is not necessary.
Sealing to prevent or arrest un-
derground leakage or seepage
with soda ash on clay soils and
with Bentonite on both sand and
clay soils is reported to be effec-
tive.
J. J. Coon, Fredonia community,
reported results after treating
two ponds (clay soils) 'with soda
ash in 1949.
For treatment, the pond floor
must be dry enough to be worked.
Apply soda ash at the rate of one
half to one pound per square yard
or Bentonite at the rate of 9 to
36 pounds per square yard. Work
Work into the top soil 3 or 4 inches
with a plow or disc, after which
it would be desirable to compact
the surface by rolling.
of Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Mitchell.
Mrs. Robbie Cummins, Junior
and Ethelene, Mr. and Mts. Rob-
ert Fitts and son spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Butler
and family.
Mr. and Mrs'. Lloyd Stone and
Lana, Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Stone
and Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy
Guier and Rev. and Mrs. B. J.
Bland were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Stone and
son. Sunday afternoon guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dunn,
Carolyn, Tommie, Abie and Hugh
Earlie, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Au-
das and Shirley and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wade, Douglas and Linda.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool and
family, Morganfield, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ramey Johnson visited Mr.
and Mrs. M. P'Pool Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. R. B. Holland, Marine Re-
serve, S. C., spent the weekend in
the community and his wife and
son, Mike, will return with him.
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
Headquarters
For
Ferguson Tractors
Hopkintrville Rd. lbw 32211
Prikiedia. 114.
Dead Stock Wanted
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR DEAD OR
DISABLED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION.
We operate sanitary trucks that are disinfected
doily. We guarantee good service.
CALL COLLECT
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
PHONE Princeton 3698
We Pay All Phone Charges.
Planning Planting
Pays Off Gardener
(By Robert E. Geiger)
Experienced gardeners know
that effort spent in making a gar-
den plan before spading and
planting will pay- dividends in
labor saved.
The plan should be drawn to
scale. In drawing it experienced
gardeners usually observe these
rules: '
1. Rows the long way of the
garden will be easier worked
with wheeled tools because there
will be less turning.
2. If the land slopes the rows
should run across the slope, not
up and down the slope. This will
help slow down any water that
tuns off in a storm. It also will
reduce the amount of top-soil
and fertilizer that is washed away.
3. It is a good rule to plant the
low-growing crops to the south
of the tall-growing ones if the
garden Vows run east and west.
This keeps the tall plants- from
shading the low ones.
4. The perennial plants, such
as asparagus and rhubarb, straw-
berries that do not require re-
seeding every year, should be to-
gether at one side of the garden
so they do not interfere with
plowing.
Before the garden plan is
drawp 
it 
site should be select-
ed so can be fitted to the site.
If there is any .doubt whether
the site will grew" vegetables a
soil test may settle this issue.
Soil tests are made by most state
agricultural colleges and county
farm agents.
In deciding upon a site, the size
is important. How large it should
be depends upon what vegetables
are to be grown and the size of
the gardener's family.
A plot 25 by 30 feet, for in-
stance, will grow about all of
the ordinary vegetables a family
of four can use in one season,
with some left over for winter
storage.
To obtain this much food it is
necessary to plan the garden
carefully and to arrange for a
series of crops that mature one
after another.
This is done in two ways:
-1. Only a small amount of such
crops as lettuce is planted at each
time. Part of a raw is planted at
one time. About 10 days or two
weeks later another part row is
planted. This.assures a succession
of crops that are perishable.
2, Such plants as spinach, that
like cool weather, are planted in
early spring. Then, after they ma-
ture, the ground vacated by them
CALL 2218
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Complete Inapt •nce Serwoe
III W. Market St.
Is reSeeded with a crop that will
grow in warm 'weather or in the
fall. Some varieties of snap beans
are a good follow up crop.
What a gardener plants will de-
pend upon the tastes of his fam-
ily, the type of climate and soil
in his. area and the size of his
garden among other factors.
Inexperienced gardeners prob-
ably can obtain the quickest and
most useful information` about
suitable crops from experienced
gardeners in their neighborhoods.
They may get other information
from the experts at their state
agricultural college, their county
farm agent or from,the state ex-
tension service.
Consultation with one of these
experts should save the first-sea-',
sop gardener many heartaches
and failures.
The word "tumbler" for a
drinking glass resulted from the
fact that early glasses had round
or pointed bottoms which could
not stand on a table.
One "room" in the Carlsbad
Caverns of New Mexico is 4,000
feet long, BOO feet wide and 300
feet high.
You Got It Too?
Are you sneezin' and coughin'—feel
miserable and rotten? If so, you are
not alone for nearly everyone has a
cold or the flu this time of year.
Don't try to wear out a cold. It can't
be done. It will wear you out first.
Don't let the sniffles keep you from
your daily tasks.
Consult your doctor first.
Then come to us. Here you will find
effective cold remedies for instant
relief.
Filling Prescriptions Is the Most
Important Part of Our Business.
CORNER DRUG STORE
Phone 3404 Princeton, Ky.
PUBLIC SALE
of
Extra Good GRADE ANGUS CATTLE at the
WALTER SHAFFER FARM, HENSHAW, KY.
(UNION COUNTY) Intersection of Highway 130 & 85
On MONDAY, MARCH 12th, at 12:30 Noon
I, Walter Shaffer, in order to reduce the number of livesto—Ek
farm, am selling all my commercial female cattle and plan to pro-
duce only registered Aberdeen-Angus cattle in the future.
This herd is practically all purebred Angus. They are of Extra
good quality. Last year they produced the 3rd highest selling car-
load of steers at the Bourbon Beef Show in Louisville, Kentucky.
Sale will be held under shelter.
LIVESTOCK SELLING:
52 Extra Good Grade Angus Cows 52
28 of these have calves by side
24 are selling bred to calve soon
(a very good Angus bull was used on these cows)
25 Angus Heifers (grade) of extra good quality and type 25_
The oldest of these are bred to a good registered Angus bull
from the Dr. Yeck herd, Evansville, Indiana.
1 Registered Angus bull 4 years old Eileenmere breeding
6 Young, registered Angus bulls (by a son of Eileenmere 487th) 6
25 Brew Sows and Gilts 25
DUROC, HAMPSHIRE & SPOTTED POLAND CHINA BREEDLNG
10 Sows and litters (mostly Hampshire breeding) 10
2 Tennessee Walking Horses, young, Wick's breeding 2
WALTER SHAFFER, Henshaw, Kentucky, Owner
TERMS CASH
George M. Kurtz, Auctioneer R. V. Latta
Lunch -- Henshaw Homemakers Lawrence Holt, Clerk
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Religious Workers To
Be Entertained Here
Several luncheons, dinners and
teas have been held and are be-
ing planned during religious em-
phasis week at the Central Pres-
byterian Church in honor of Dr.
and Mrs. Elmo G. Montag, visit-
ing religious workers.
Mrs. Floyd A. Loperfido and
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan were host-
esses at a dinner party at Mrs.
Loperfido's home for Mrs. Mon-
tag on Tuesday night. Others
present were Mrs. J. F. Morgan,
Mrs. Carrie Morgan and Mrs. F.
T. Linton.
Wednesday at noon Mrs. Shell
R. Smith entertained Mrs. Mon-
tag with a dinner party at her
home on Eddyville road. Other
guests were Mrs. Joe Callender,
Mrs. Herndon Greer, Mrs. Carl
Sparks, Mrs. W. C. Waggener,
Mrs. Owen Ingram and Mrs. K. P.
Hobgood.
Mrs. Allison Akin will be host-
ess to a dinner in her apartment
tonight. The guest list includes
Mrs. Montag, Mrs. Frank Wood,
Mrs. John McLin, Mrs. R. A. Wil-
lard, Mrs. Frank Cash, Mrs. Wal-
ter Tower y and Mrs. Herndon
Greer.
77,1
Shower Given Tuesday
For Mrs, Don Granstaff
Mrs! D. L. Marvel, Da w son
road, was hostess to a shower
given for Mrs. Don Granstaff at
1:30 o'clock, Tuesday afternoon,
February 27.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames K. T. Vick, Roy Ward,
Jack Nichols, Bill Palmer, Lar-
ry Granstaff, Pearl Hunsaker, G.
H. Cruce, Jack Granstaff, Clar.
ence Granstaff, Edwin Nichols,
Gorman Mitchell, Ted Gray and
Frank Sisk.
Those sending gifts were Mes-
dames Hugh Hunsaker, Jim Bur-
gess, Connie Rogers, Frank Rob-
ert, Melvin Fralick, Irvine Par-
rett, B. Williams R. D. Ennis and
Wilma Sutton.
A supper for the men of the
church will be held in the annex
at 6 p. m., Thursday. Dr. Montag
will deliver an address after the
meal is served. Dr. Montag will
speak in the auditorium of the
church at 12:30 Friday.
Mrs. Montag will give a drama-
tic reading of the Bible at Butler
High School at 10:30 a. m., Thurs-
day. She will speak to the women
of the church at 2 p. tn., Friday,
after which she will be the guest
of honor at a tea in the annex.
NEW DESIGNS IN
BRINGS CHARM
Into Your HOME
Don't fail to see our 1951 selection
of over 200 patterns of beautiful and pro-
vocative wallpapers. We also have 32
closeout patterns that range from --
c
per roll
and up
Earmarked
for the
Future...
0 Regular savings from income can build a sur-
prising savings total in a short time . . . par-
ticularly where dividends are added twice each
year. Part of all you earn is yours to keep. Now
is the time to begin setting aside a specified
amount of your pay in a Saving Share account
here.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
LOAN ASSOCIATION
.614014.611
Henrietta
Hotel Building
11110011.4.
Princeton,
Kentucky
Sunday School Class
Meets With Mrs. Young.
The Faithful Workers Sunday
School class of White Sulphur
Baptist Church met at the home
of Mrs. Edward Young, Tuesday
night, February 27.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Edward Young. Mrs. Robert
Fralick and Mrs. William Rogers
conducted the Bible quiz and. Bi-
ble drill.
Each member answered roll
call with a Bible verse. The class
voted to send eggs to an orphans
home at Easter, with each mem-
ber furnishing two dozen.
The class adjourned to m eet
with Mrs. James Sons, March 20.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames William Rogers, Frank
Young, James Sons, Robert Fra-
lick, Marshall Rogers, Johnnie
Lane, Elwood Rogers, Edward
Young, Alma Brasher and Miss
Pauline Paris.
Dr. and Mrs. Clapsaddle re-
turned Tuesday night from Al-
toona, Pa., where they attended
funeral services of a relative.
Mrs. W. C. Williams, Washing-
ton street, and Miss Jo Ann Ber-
ry, South Jefferson street, spent
several days in Louisville this
week.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCon-
nell and Mr. and Mrs. William
Brelsford spent Sunday in May-
field visiting Mr. and Mrs. L.
Edwin Dick.
• • a
Mrs. Threlkeld, Misses Virginia
and Mary Dancie Hodge spent
Saturday in Hopkinsville, visiting
Mr. Lee Watkins and aunt, Mrs.
R. T. Cook.
• • •
Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard visited
her son, Dr. and Mrs. G e or ge
Baker Hubbard and family of
Jackson, Tenn., last week.
• • •
Miss Lou Nell Russell and Mr.
George Simmons, students at
Western, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
Russell, Farmersville.
• . •
Mr. Bill Powell, city editor of
Paducah Sun Democrat, and Mr.
Hall Allen spent Monday in
Princeton.
• • •
Mrs. J. D. Stephens visited her
uncle, Mr. F. A Millikan, Friday
night. Mr. Millikan is quite ill in
a Paducah Hospital.
• • •
,M/Sgt. and Mrs. Robert L. Wy-
lie, Enid, Okla., spent the week-
end with his mother, Mrs. Susie
Wylie.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hoy
and Mrs. Hershal Hobby and biro
children spent Sunday in Louis-
ville,
* * *
Mr. Willis D. Threlkeld spent
Saturday in Smithland, his home
town, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Aub-
rey Bunton.
a
Mr. and Mrs. Willis D. Threl-
keld, LaHabra, Calif., arrived
Thursday for a visit with her
father, Attorney S. D. Hodge, and
sister, Miss Virginia Hodge, Lo-
cust street. Mrs. Threlkeld is the
former Katherine Hodge.
. S •
Miss Romiela Hooks, student at
Murray, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. Y.
Hooks, South Seminary street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. Miller,
West Main street, is visiting rel-
atives of Mr. Miller in Ohio this
week.
• • •
Mr. and 'Mrs. Lester Cash and
Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Hillyard and son, Mrs. Nannie
Cash and Dorothy Cash spent
THAT'S THE WAY, Pant: Joe DiMaggio, New York Yankees
venterfielder, shows three-year-old Dennis Filen how to hold a
bat and scare the pitcher at Yankees spring training camp in
Phoenix, Ariz. (AP Wirephoto)
Sunday vOlth-fdr. and Mrs. Lou-
ard Barnes and son, Evansville,
Indiana.
• • •
Miss Mary Dancie Hodge, Ow-
ensboro, spent the weekend with
her father, Attorney S. D. Hodge,
Locust street.
• • •
Opl. and Mrs. Wallace Baker
and Miss Jean Thompson spent
the weekend with, Mrs. Baker's
father, Mr. Charlie M. Gregory,
North Jefferson street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pickens,
Bowling Green, spent the week-
end with his mother, Mrs. Myrtle
Pickens, Garrett street.
• • •
4 Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Slane 'and
family, Cobb; Mr. and Mrs. Cleve-
land Blane and family, Evans-
ville; Me. and Mrs. George Mas-
ters and family, Clarksville; Cpl.
and Mrs. Wallace Baker and Miss
Jean Thompson, Nashville, were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Blane, North Jef-
ferson street.
'• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Willis D. Threl-
keld left Tuesday for Owensboro,
to spend a few days with her sis-
ter, Miss Mary Dancie Hodge.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Murphey
and children, B s y and Jane,
spent the weekend with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Craig,
Paducah.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bright,
East Market street, have return-
ed from a visit with their daugh-
ter, Mrs. Fred 'McConnell and
family, Birmingham, Ala.
.tt • •
Miss Bonnie Jean King, a stu-
dent at, Bethel Woman's College,
Hopkinsville, is spending the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. King, of Fredonia.
• • •
Mr. Frederick Stallins, North
Seminary street, spent Tuesday
in Henderson.
• • •
Mr. Wendell Childress is visit-
ing his mother, Mrs. W. W. Chil-
dress, Eagle street.
The Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Scaran-
ton, Dearborn, Mich., on the birth
of a son, Jack Richard Scaranton,
March 3, at the Ford Hospital.
Mrs. Scaranton is the former Miss
Mary Leigh Goodwin, daughter of
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville
street.
Mr. and 111rs *'. Kermit Hill,
Route 1, Fredonia, on the birth of
a son, Robert Wayne Hill, Febru-
ary 21, at the Princeton Hospital.
Lindle Castle, sophomore on
Kentucky's basketball squad, is
the youngest member of the team.
He is 19 years old.
Don't Fool Yourself
About Fire Insurance - - -
Sure you probably have fire insurance on
your house. (Probably Not Enough.)
Keep your insurance up with
today's values.
PLAY SAFE - CALL IS!
John E. Young Ins. Agency
Phone 2620 
ft HARRISON
PM-as.
Princeton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Meadows
Given Party And Shower
A party and shower was given"
for Mr. and Mrs. Omr y Dale
Meadows, Tuesday night, March
6, by employees and their fami-
lies of the J. C. Penney Co.
Those present w er e hit.. and
Mrs. D. M. Plymale, Martha and
Gloria Plymale, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Carter, Mr. Doyle May.hughs,
Miss Betsy McClanahan, Mr. and
Mrs. Randall Sigler', Mrs. W. C.
Lefan, 'Mrs. Glenn Cartwright
and Norma Sue Cartwright, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas McConnell, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Freeman, Mr.
and Mrs. John Byford, Mr. and
Mrs. William Phelps, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Jake, Becky and Tom-
my Jake, Mrs. Ernest O'Hara and
Mrs. Bill Presler.
Of his 11 defeats last season,
Bob Feller of the Cleveland In-
dians lost four by one run. He
went the route in all four.
4. FINGERTIP
PRESSURE
RELEASE
3 DIAL TENSIO
CONTROL
2 HINGED
PRESSER FOOT
I. FOUR POINT
FEED
THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
FERTILIZING .
For .growlne bountiful harvests
of fine vegetables, the soil most
be fertile and in condition to
work easily, without baking. The
best way to provide both plant
food and "conditioner" -is to use
stable manure, but with super-
phosphate for furnishing the
phosphorus that stable manure
lacks. Many Kentucky gardeners
have experienced' that their crops
grew to vine, when the manure
was not so balanced.
For a half-acre garden, use 5
tons of manure and 250 pounds of
20 per cent superphosphate,
broadcast and plowed under to-
gether. (Where Superphosphate is
unobtainable, 2-12-6 fertilizer may
be used, 300 pounds or so, the
same way.) That fertilizing sys-
tem suits all vegetables, but on-
-Inns and greens, leafy crops,
should have side-dressings with
poultry manure to give them ex-
tra nitrogen.
Where stable manure cannot be
used in this amount, it is hoped
that there will be a cover 'crop
for turning under to provide the
"conditioner," the plant food fur-
nished by complete fertilizer.
Commercial fertilizer furnishes
no humus for soil conditioning,
and when it is used alone for any
length of time, the soil becomes
"burned out," and inclined to
bake and run together. Suchooils
suffer badly in dry times., and
show the effects of humus short-
age even in good seasons.
A well-b a lanced fertilizer
should be used, one "high in the
middle," as 4-12-8, 4-12-4, 5-10-5,
the middle figure representing
the percentage of phosphorus, the
plant food on which fruiting de-
pends.
For a half-acre garden, 500
pound's of high-grade fertilizer
should be broadcast after land
breaking, and disked in or worked
in to a depth of 4 inches, where
most Vegetable roots lie. It also
serves to draw the roots down to
where the soil is more moist. Side
dressing, or "putting in the hill,"
should be discouraged, as then
the roots may not run so far as
Fea.e.ev'ted TO HELP YOU
SEW FASTER, EASIER, BETTER
S SUILT• IN 6, REVOLVING
SEWLIGHT SPOOL PINS S AUTOMATIC
sosaIN
WINDER
9 LEVER-10k
)FORWARD
AND
RACKWARD
SEWING
10 DIAL
STITCH-LENGTH
REGULATOR
SEWMACHINES
Features you'll think were especially designed to help you with
your next sewing project High fashioned dresses, children's clothes,
curtains, drapes, mending, darning—all are easier and more fun
to do on a Domestic Sewmacbiae. Cocas in and see and try
these features for yourself.
Hollowell's Furniture
Phone 3070 114 E. Main
Cut-out vamp opera
pump. Bow trim.
Beige kid.
Medium heel double-
strap sling back shoe.
Homemakers Schedule
March 8, 700 p. an., Lakewood,
Mrs. Kathryn Morris.
March 9, 1:15 p. tn., Eddyville
road, 'Mrs. Charles Wadlington.
March 0, 7:00 p. In., Sandlick
road, Mrs. V. R. Taylor.
March 12, 1:00. p• in., Quinn,
LEGION AUXILIARY TO MEET
The Marken Legion Auxili-
ary, Unit No. 118, will meet at
7:15 p. re., Thursday, March 8, at
the American Legion Home on
the Cadiz road. Mrs. S. 0. Catlett,
guest speaker, will talk on com-
munity sereice, it is announced.
PERS
Mrs. Lelia Pritchard is expect-
ed to visit her son, Ritchie Pritch-
ard • and family, Memphis, this
weekend.
'Mr. and 'Mrs.' Harry Hutchinson
and two sons, of Greenville, spent
the weekend with relatives in
Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Stinebaugh,
Hopkinsville street, are visiting
their son, Mr. John H. Stinebaugh
and family, Carbondale, Ill. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powley, Mur-
ray, spent Saturday night in the
home of Mr. and 'Mrs. Billy Gian-
nini, Cadiz road. They were
guests of 'Mrs. Powley's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Smith, Sunday.
they sometimes must in dry Dee-
sons, or even in seasons when
there is plenty of moisture. (The
exception is white potatoes, where
the fertilizer is -always put under
the seed pieces. Potato roots tend
not to run far, anyway.)
For the leafy crops, side-dress-
ings of poultry manure or some
chemical nitrogen, as nitrate of
soda or ammonium nitrate, should
be given, one pound to 100 feet
of row.
Thu , March 8, 1951
Mrs. Roosey Roberta.
March 13, 1:30 p. m ,
Valley, M r s. Noble Park
hostels, Mns: Orville Pruwell.
%urea 13, 1:30 p. m., Hill Vi
Mrs: Fred Baker.
March 14, 1:30 p. Flatr
Mrs. Mary Perkins.
AS'TE 1?
March 25
Send Her . •
Flowers
Send Her. . .
Ours
A. H. Templet°
Florist
PIIONI '
A Mary Lane "TWO SKIRTER" and a suit
of very superlative details! One check skirt,
one solid skirt and • striking jacket with an
outstanding collar design. Created in fash-
ion
-perfect check and gabardine in popular
spring colors. Sins 8-20.
Priced $49.75
Scum Jim-erten)
FREDONIA KY.
C'mon out and parade this coming
Easter Sunday and step proudly,
comfortably and smartly in a pair of
our new, distinctive quality
shoes. Wide style selection.
McCadliAtt Slgoe Stevie
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SMALLEST QUAD ONE FOOT LONG: Dr. Stewart H. Clifford
readies through plastic incubator at Children's Hospital in Boston
to measure Karen Elizabeth, smallest of quadruplets born to Mrs.
Robert J. Allen, wife of a $53-a-week Boston policeman. Karen,
who weighed in at one pound, four ounces, was exactly one foot
long. (AP Wirephoto)
(By Robert E. Geiger)
The U. S. Depattment of Agri-
culture, after surveying the food
and seed supply situation, has ap-
proved g 1951 home garden cam-
paign.
Secretary Brannan said thzr,-
home gardens would "help im-
posed legislation recommended by
the Governor for the increased
per capita fund will make it pos-
sible for districts wit h tuitio
agreements to transfer funds with
the provision that such transfer
funds be earmarked for teachers
salaries only.
The recommended appropria-
tion in no wise affects or chang
the current appropriation of $4,
287,500 a year for school equal
ization.
The dialland
echanical Tobacco Transplanter
• ECONOMY
• ACCURACY
• DEPENDABILITY
Buy a HOLLAND for best results.
ELDRED HOWE. CO.
PHONE 2751
Flattering as a corrgaliment
. . . our basic black dress
featuring keyhole neckline
ahd intricate yoke detail,
will be your favorite after-
five companion. For day-
light occa.sions, slip on the
soft jacket with its gauntlet
cuffs and smart narrow
lapels of black and white
surrah. Regular sizes 14 to
44; hall-sizes 141/2 to 261/2.
for that
young silhouette
Sida telad art. Nall
prove the diets and the health a
our people."
Agriculture Department offi-
cials emphasize that no shortages
of food are in sight today. But
they say the future is so uncer-
tain they believe it advisable to
begin the development of a na-
tional home garden program,
such as the Victory Garden cam-
paign of World War II.
Many gardeners may find it
will take a year or two to get
their garden plots into efficient
production. If a garden program
is started now, and thousands of
home owners participate, Agri-
culture officials say these thou-
sands of gardens would be a ma-
jor asset if a food crisis should
develop.
Officials of the Agriculture De-
partment's Extension Se r v ice
were given the assignment of de-
veloping the program.
These officials canvassed th e
seed, insecticide and fertilizer
situation and report sufficient
supplies of each appear available
for home gardens.
Supplies of some insecticides
and fungicides will depend upon
availability of raw materials that
may become scarce because they
are needed in defense items. But
the officials say that if one type
of insecticide or fungicide disap-
pears from garden stores, substi-
tutes-probably will be on hand 
As for fertilizers, home gardens
probably will not require more
than two per cent of total U. S.
consumption, ex p e r ts explain.
And there seem to be adequate
quantities for this.
The Department of Agriculture
estimate of supplies of seeds this
year as ample to take care of ex-
panded gardening activities.
Officials say the present situa-
tion does not justify the tearing
up of lawns or ornamental plots
for vegetable growing. On t h e
other hand, poor garden sites
should not be used. There is too
much danger of crop failure on
such land, with a resulting waste
of seed, fertilizer and labor.
Often the success or failur
garden is determined be re a
spade of earth is turned—wh en
the gardener makes his choice of a
site. Some ground won't grow a
crop under any conditions.
The latest edition of the De-
partment's garden manual, Grow-
ing Vegetables in Town and
Country, makes these suggestions
about selecting a site:
1. It should have at least six
hours a day of direct sunlight with
no obstructing trees or buildings.
2. It must be well drained. If it
is wet for days after a storm, or
If water washes over it during
Butler Honor Roll
Pupils Are Listed
Fourteen Butler It g h 'School
students maintained alraight "A"
grades for the fourth six-week
period ending last Friday to be
placed on the speelal honor roll,
according tb Principal C. A. Horn,
The special honor roll group in-
cluded:
- Dorothy June Oates, junior;
Martha Sue Hodge, Joy Jewell,
Donna Boitnott and Peggy Hall,
sophomores; Robbie Candler, Kay.
Crider, Maggie Lambert and
Geraldine Scott, freshmen; Janet
French, Billy. Hopper, Ruth Ladd,
Sara Walker and Robert Wilson,
eighth grade.
Those listed on the regular hon-
or roll for the period were:
Seniors: Nanc y Armstrong,
James Adams, Margaret Brandon,
Jack Cook, Jean Creelsmur, Nan-
cy Farmer, Dorothy Felker, Le-
Roy Hooks, Catherine Hopper,
James Mick, Sue Mitchell, Billie
Joe Pierce and George Stevens.
Juniors: Iris Cravens, Martha
Sue Gresham, Katherine Fraley,
Robert Franklia, Judy Haile,
Margie Hamby, Katherine Han-
cock, Rebecca Jake, Bernard
Jones, Billie Kennedy, Margaret
Ladd, Joa n McGregor, Carolyn
McGuirk, Mary Ruth Peters, Dor-
is Pierce, Jim Richie, Patsy
Shortt, Dot Williams and Martha
Wilson.
Sophomores: Janice Brinkley,
Bobby Hogan, Barbara Holleman,
Jean Holt, Roswell Hooks, Fran-
cis Hopper, Ma r y Ladd, Marilin
Milton, Betty Mitchell, Nadine
'Newsom, Patsy Quisenberry, By-
ron Rogers, Connie Stevens, Betty.
Travis, Chloe Ann Winters, Wil-
ma Brandon, Barbara Fralick,
Peggy Guess, Bill Hammond,
Mickey Cravens and Odell Brum-
mett Meadows.
Freshmen: Charlotte Aker s,
Becky Bell, Reba Ann Call,
Mickey Cunningham, Marlene
Haile, Louard Gray, J. W. Har-
per, Joyce Jarvis, Charles Mc-
Clain, Mary Lou Mayes, Bill
Morse, Ronald Murphy, Jean
Paris, Authur Ray Sharpe, Iola
Van Hooser, Roy Ward and Dick-
ie Webb.
Eighth grade: James Bowers,
Charles Elder, Wanda French,
Norma Kay George, Johnny
Glenn, Mac Hall, Wanda Hop-
kins, Willa Ann Lacy, Betty
Lewis, Donna _P'Pool, Nancy Tay-
lor, Louise Corley, Gertrude Ed-
rington, Joyce Flynn, Mitchell
Hammond, Betty Holt, Sue Holt,
Norma Lewis, Milladean Peek,
Ramona Pickering, Shirley
Starnes, Charles Watson, Joy
Young and Sadie Milstead.
Seventh Grade: Peggy Barnes,
Dotty Boyd, James Lee Bowman,
Jonell Brandon, Brenda Filer,
Kenneth Gilkey, Billy Wayne
Gray, Joan Holt, Wayne Holt,
Ann Kirkman, Margaret Moore,
Vivian Moore, Ann Morgan, Dian
Palmer, Wanda Skipworth, Mary
Ann Smiley, Shirley Sweeney,
Barbara Tallent and Suzanne
White.
storms, it is not suitable.
3. The best gardening soil is a
deep, dark sandy loam that can
be spaded into a loose, crumbly
condition. If possible avoid thin
and stony and heavy, clay-like
soils.
4. Usually land that is the most
level is the best garden site. It
will be less damaged by ha rd
storms.
5. In most parts of the country,
the garden should be near the
house, or a water supply, so that
it may be irrigated if or when
ecessary. In wet areas this is not
a problem.
The acid test for any prospec-
tive garden is this:
If weeds don't grow upon it, a
garden probably won't either. So
if you are choosing a vacant lot
or an untried plot, and it hasn't
been seeded before, a rank growth
of weeds is a good sign.
If nary a weed grows, eye it
with suspicion.
Philadelphia Millie pitchers al-
lowed 624 runs last season, the
lowest permitted In the National
League.
WINSTEAD
JEWELERS ga4e/f/a
All New MODELS
for the lirst no(
17 JEWELS
Winstead Jewelers
E. Ct. Sq. Phone 1236
MESSAGES CHEER YOUNG CANCER VICTIM: Donald Red-
learn, ten, smiles as he reads one of the messages of cheer which
have been pouring into him at the MeLeanSboro, Ill., hospital
where he is confined with cancer which plfysicians say may take
his life soon. As a result, friends have planned a birthday party
for March 11, fearing Donald may not be alive for actual birthday
May 24. A few days ago he asked his mother: "Wonder if God
will let me play cowboy in heaven." (AP Wirephoto)
Three Charged With
Illegal Possession Of
Alcoholic Beverages
Three of the 18 men arrested by
city police last week were charg-
ed with illegal possession of alco-
holic beverages, Chief Rudd re-
ported.
Felix Thornton, colored, w a s
fined $20 and sentenced to serve
30 days in jail on a plea out guilty
to possession of moonshine whis-
key. Dude Crider, also colored,
was arrested in his automobile
here Saturday night and charged
with illegal possession of whiskey
and beer for sale in local option
territory. His trial has been set
for Wednesday, March 14.
Tol Lamb. Varmint Trace
street, was arrested Saturday
night on a charge of illegal Pos-
session of wine, whiskey and
beer for sale in local option terri-
tory. Lamb is also charged with
operating a gambling house and
four other men were arrested at
the same time and charged with
playing poker, Rudd said. Lamb's
trial is scheduled for Wednesday,
March 14.
Other charges included one
each for breach of peace, run-
ning two stop signals and driving
without an operators license. The
remainder were charged with be-
ing drunk, it was stated.
Phosphorus and calcium are es-
sential for growth of bones and
teeth.
Explorer Boy Scout
Group Organized Here
Is Sponsored By Elks.
An Explorer Post of the Boy
Scouts of America has been or-
ganized in Princeton under the
sponsorship of the Elks Lodge
with Paul Cunningham, Jr., as
adviser and Floyd Hooks, assist-
ant adviser, 'Palmer Vance, scout
field executive, announced this
week.
Saul Pogrotsky is chairman of
the Explorer committee with J.
Gordon Glenn a n d Louard Eg-
bert as the other members.
Explorer Scouting is an organ-
ization for boys of 14 years of age
and over, Mr. Vance explained.
They have a four-phase program
—educational, social, community
service and outdoors. The group
is scheduled to meet each 'Thurs-
day night in the basement of the
Elks building under Goldnamer's
store, it was stated.
Members of the Explorer'Scout
group include Bill Armstrong,
Mickey Cunningham, Jimmi e
Fisher, Gayle Spurlock, Billy
Newby, Gene Oliver, J. W. De-
Boe, Buddy Hillyard, Jim Richie,
Jerry Gray, Dennis Cumrnins,
Orlyn Sigler, Richard Whitsett,
Kenneth Ward, James Bodenham-
er and Glenn Halpain.
Nigeria, a British African pro-
tectorate, has been the main
world source of the metal colum-
bium.
INDIVIDUALS
or
BUSINESS FIRMS
Prefer
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Deaths & Funerals
Miss Irene Cooke
Funeral services for Miss Irene
CoOke, 09, former resident of
Princeton, were conducted at
Nieholasville, Ky., at 3 p. m.,
Sunday, March 4. Burial was in
the Nicholasville cemetery. .
Miss Cooke died Friday in a
Lexington hospital after a long
illness.
A native of Nicholasville, Miss
Cooke made her home in Prince-
ton with a sister, Mrs. James L.
Small, for a number of years. She
was a member of the First Bap-
tist Church, Princeton.
Among the survivors are a
niece, Mrs. S. H. Bradshaw, nee
Catherine Belle Small, Alexander
City, Ala.; nephew, James Small,
Paducah, and two great-nephews.
Fresh oysters contain calcium
and phosphorus.
ATTENDING CONFERENCE
Employees of the local Ken-
tucky Utilities office left Monday
for Lexington where they will it-
tend a statewide conference of
customers' information represen-
tatives Tuesday through Friday,
It is announced.
Those attending are Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin, Mrs. A. G. Butler, (Miss
Virginia McCaslin, and Mr. Allan
Murphey, all of Princeton, and
Miss Adeline Carter, of Marion.
Roy Campanella threw out 32
of 48 base runners who attempted
to steal last season.
Cancer is the second most im-
portant clause of death in the Uni-
ted States behind heart ailments,
with accidents in third' place.
Thebes, Egypt, was a center of
glass manufacture more than 3,-
000 years ago.
Several Indian tribes of New
Mexico consider the turquoise
sacred.
"EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT
HIGH PRICES!
If you are paying more than these,
you are paying too much."
SUGAR, pure cane, 10 lb. bag  89c
SUGAR, pure cane, 100 lb. bag  $8.89
WHITE LILY FLOUR, 25 lb. bag plain . . .  $1.79
MEAL 25 lb. bag  $1.15
POTATOES, Cobblers, eating, 10 lb. bag . . 29c
ONION SETS, yellow, gallon  30c
COBBLER SEED POTATOES, selected
bag  $2.99
COFFEE, Break O'Morn, pound  70c
LARD, pure, can  $9.45
COAL OIL, gallon  16c
BEANS, Great Northern, 5 lbs.  49c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, pound  20c
MACKEREL, can  15c
PET MILK, 4 large cans  55c
CHOCOLATE DROPS, pound  20c
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St. Phone 2611
You Pay Only for the
Number of Times the
Ad Runs—
Minimum 50c Charge or
Two Cents A Word
PHONE 2141
the Most for Your Money — It's So Easy!
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes
day at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PAESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 am. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Serviee,
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p. m.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
'PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
a. m.
Sunday School-9:45 a. in.
Training Union-6 p. in.
Evening Worship*? p.
Evening Worship-7:45 p. en.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7 p. is.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:43 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 un-
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. in.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 am.
and 7 P. m.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. in.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes-
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. in.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. in. and 7:30 p. in.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. in.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School
-10:00 a. in.
Morning Service
-11:00 a. m.
Training Union
-6:30 p. in.
Evening Service
-7:30 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday-
7:00 p m.
Attend the church where you
will receive a cordial welcome.
SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 10 a. in.
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Training Union 8 p. m.
Evening worship 7 p. in.
Wednesday service 7 p. in.
FREDONIA BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School 946 a. in.
Services every Sunday, 11:00
News From The Past
News representing Ilea, hopes, dreams and smoittons of those
who made up the populace of Princetoe and Caldwell county samost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced jiist as the Princeton re-
porters. shorer after the turn of the century. wrote them
January 2, 1940. Ted Alverson Barnes and Boyd recently corn
was recipient of a handsome Ham- pleted a six weeks training course
ilton watcli, recently presented by at the Great Lakes Naval Train
the GulfRefining Company, ing School, Chicago, Ill.
which he represents as salesman.
The award was given for a two
months top record in salesman-
ship for the state of Kentucky.
• • •
January 2, 1940. R. B. Dalton of
the Good Spring section today
kept up his record of being the
first subscriber to renew his
Courier-Journal subscribtion thru
members of the Leader force. Mr.
Dalton for the past four years has
renewed his Courier-Journal and
Leader subscription on the sec-
ond day of January.
.1. • •
I Januray 2, 1940. Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Brelsford of Memphis,
Tenn., visited here several days
with the former's mother. Mrs.
Ida Brelsford of South Jefferson
street recently. They were wel-
come callers at this office while in
town.
.January 9, 1943. Marriage licen-
ses issued in 1939 totaled 150, ac-
cording to County Court Clerk
Philip Steens. The figure showed
a slight increase over the previous
year when 143 couples were
granted marriage privileges. Best
month of the year was December
when 27 wedding permits were is-
sued. June was close behind with
23 licenses being issued. Issuals
in other months ranged from 7
to 19.
• • •
February 2, 1940. Mrs. J. D.
Stephens and niece, Mrs. Mary
Leigh Goodwin, spent last week-
end in Louisville, where they at-
tended "Gone With the Wind" at
Loew's Theatre. Mrs. Stephens
and Miss Goodwin were joined
by Harold Travis and his sister,
Miss Elsie of Frankfort, all see-
ing the famous picture in a party.
February 67 1940. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Klasing of St. Louis, spent
several days last week with Mrs.
Klasing's aunt, Mrs. Lucie W.
Griffin of South Jefferson street.
Mrs. Klasing will be remembered
here as Miss Pauline Watkins.
Her many friends were delighted
to see her.
• • •
, February 13, 1 94 0. Russell
(Soup) Boyd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Boyd and James Barnes,
son of Rev. and Mrs. C. R. Barnes,
Navy, are home on a 12 day leave.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p.
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
FREDONIA FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. m,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
Lige Cook, Minister
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
Services every Sundt},
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Training Union 6:00 p. in.
Evening service 7:00 p. us.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Sunday School every Sunday
10:00 a. in.
Prayer meeting each Wednes-
day preceding first and third Sun-
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
Services every Sunday, 11:00
a. in. and 7:00 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at
10:00 a.
Pr ayer service, Wednesday,
7:00 p. in.
Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Preaching every Sunday, II:00
a. in.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15
p.m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday
9:45 a. in.
Worship Service every Sunday
11:00 a. in. and 7: p.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
P.
• • .
March 5, 1940. Mesdames D. D.
Dugan and Roy G. McClelland
motored to Sturgis Friday and
were guests at a 1 o'clock lunch-
eon, given by Mrs. George N.
Holt, at her home on Adams ave-
nue.
March 5, 1940. H. P. Hooks and
• •
0. J. Stesvart of Cadiz were in
town on business Tuesday.
• • •
March 12, 1940. !Mrs. Burke Cul-
pepper, wife of Rev. Dr. Culpep-
per, who has been ill of influenza
at her home at the Henrietta Ho-
tel, is able to be out again and to
attended the evsngelistic services
being conducted by her distin-
guished husband, at the Methodist
church.
• • •
March 22, 1940. Mrs. A. M. Mar-
tin of New York City, is visiting
pleasantly with her cousin, Mrs.
B. Roy Tcnvery and other rela-
tives in the city and county.
Building Science
Gives New Thought
To The Children
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
BAPTIST
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
Regular services every second
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a. m., ex-
cept second Sunday
Sunday School at 1:00 p. in.
second Sunday.
(By David Taylor Marke)
The kind of lighting, seating,
decorating and heating found in
junior's room at home, or in his
classroom at school, have a di-
rect bearing on his health, de-
velopment and learning, accord-
ing to Dr. Darell Boyd Harmon.
Dr, Harmon, who is currently
consultant on classroom and pro-
gram planning to a large heating
appliance company, was for ten
years Director of the Division of
School Health Services and Asso-
ciate Director of the Division of
Material and Child Health of the
Texas State Department of
Health. Says he:
Educators and parents have
failed "to realize that the rela-
tionship of a child's physical,
mental, psychological and social
problems are so closely knit that
no one of them can be upset
without upsetting all of them and
without upsetting the child. Suc-
cessful growing up tequires that
the child develop along many par-
allel lines at the same time His
play room and his school room
should help—not hinder—h i m
from so developing."
Dr. Harmdn believes that a play
room or a classroom should be so
"co-ordinated" that lighting, dec-
oration, seating, heating and oth-
er physical factors should provide
a surrounding which meets the
needs of the child.
"Bad lighting," he says, "can
distort the child: his eyes, his
muscles, his body structure, his
learning. To see properly, the
child adjusts not only his eyes
but his head, his trunk and his
entire posture."
Dr. Harmon has set up scores
of "co-ordinated classrooms"
throughout the nation. He begins
by making the room a better
place to see. He prescribes a win-
dow treatment and painting plan
that makes the most light avail-
able, plus a rearrangement of
seats to enable the children to
make better use of the lights.
A child sees, he says, not by di-
rect light coming in from the
windows, but by diffused light
reflected from the walls, ceilings
and furniture. The problem is to
harness the window light other-
wise wasted by spreading it by
reflection throughout the room.
The importance of sound comes
second, he says. It is not limited
to volume, but rather to the di-
rection and evenness of distribu-
tion.
Americans Earn World's
Highest Average Pay
Lake Success — (AP) — United
States citizens enjoy by far the
world's biggest average per cap-
ital income
-41,450 apiece—a re-
cent U. N. survey states.
The survey, made by the U. N.
Statistical Office, covered 70
countries having about 90 per
cent of the world's population and
still more of its income. Figures
were based on official and semi-
official statistics for 1949 and on
tentative estimates prepared by
the U. N. Statistical Office.
The survey also revealed these
facts: Eight countries having one
tenth of the world's population
received in 1949 over half the
world's income. They were the
United States, Australia, Canada,
Denmark, New Zealand, Sweden,
Switzerland a nd t h e United
Kingdom.
The first glass mode by men
was colored and great difficulty
was encountered when the at-
tempt was made to make it clear.
The *male blossom is the state
flower of Michigan.
In 1960 infant mortality fell be-
low 30 per 1,000 births in the
United States.
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Thursday, March 8,
-HOUK Of DECISION...
For a certain proud young father, this is a red letter
day, and rightfully so! Certainly few events in his life
hold greater significance for man than the hour when at
last he beholds his first-born, a tiny, fragile, human
being, but just then the most important person on earth.
But on such a day the new father should pause for
a moment of serious reflection. The new arrival is a
challenge and a grave responsibility.
Will Dad conscientiously attempt to establish a
pattern of life exemplifying Christ's teachings, which
his child may accept as a model? Or will the youngster
be forced to make his own search for God?
Bring your little one to God's House. Here he will
learn of the Heavenly Father and His wondrous love.
Here is priceless training for character building, and afruitful, satisfying life.
••••
TliE CHURCH FOR ALL . . .ALL FOR THE CHURCHThe Church IS the greaten (actor on earth forthe building of character and good citizenshipIt is a storehouse of spiritual values. With astrong Church. neither democracy nor civilizationcan survive. There are lour sound reasons whyevery person should attend services regularlyand InIPPorl the Church. They are (1) For hisown sake. (2) For his chadren's sake. (3) FOT tb•sake of his community and ncrtion. OD for tb•sale of the Church itself, which needs his moraland material support. Plan to go to church regu-!may and read your Bible daily.
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ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Rowland Motor Co. Gardner White Federated Store M & S Motor & Imp'. Co.Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service PRINCETON, KY. PRINCETON, KY. CADILLAC — PONTIACWashington & Jefferson
GMC — J. I. CASEDIAL 3115 Clyde 0. Wood Dr. C. F. Engelhardt Princeton, Ky. Dial 316.3
Shortt Electric Company
Distributor of
AETNA PRODUCTS CHIROPRACTOR
29 Years Successful Practice J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
113 Market Dial 3463 Dr. Lyle S. Yowell In Princeton PRINCETON, KY.
Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter to a carload"
PHONE 20411-3•62
Stevens Chevrolet Co.
SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3505
Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky. Dial 3341
Western Auto Assoc. Store
JOE P. WILCOX
112 W. Main Dial 3414
CHIROPRACTOR
1234 E. Main — D4a1 3665
PRINCETON, KY.
Wm. M. Young
Allis Chalmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY
J. 0. Breshear Lumber Co.
R. F. D. 3 DIAL 3444
Brown's Funeral Home
Ambulenoe Service Any
Hour — Anywhere
DIAL 3339
Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Serving Western Kentucky
B. N. Lusby
112 E. MAIN DIAL 3141
McConnell Electric Co.
105 W. MARKET DIAL 2491
Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company
Prineeton, Ky.
Morgan Funeral Home
24 Hour Ambulance Berries
DIAL 3495
PRINCETON CREAM &
BUTTER COMPANY
Princeton Lumber Co.
DIAL 241111
Princeton Motor Sales
BUICK SALES & SERVICE
Dawson Road
Randolph Motors
FORD SALES & SERVICE
Princeton, Ky.
Rileyi'lsoleter Market
Prises —
/Mts. Predects"
1915 WEST MAIN DIAL 2453
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Beach, Flat — The
ew years brings my-
to the Florida base-
nly one of the 10
big league teams
e Sunshine State had
live year ago.
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n Braves .who five
d just moved over
uis Cardinals.
pilots with teams in
1946 were:
Ian (Phillies), Mel
, Ossie 13luege (Sen-
ronin (Red Sox), Bill
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Eddie Dyer (Cardi-
Frisch (Pirates), Bill
(Reds), Steve O'Neill
Connie Mack (Ath-
TIPPLED
now manages the
okers, Ott has the
kland, Bluege is on
gton staff, Cronin is
x general manager,
Yankee coach, Duro-
h the Giants at St.
Dyer is out of base-
eill is over at Sara-
e Red Sox as succes-
cCarthy who jckined
in 1948.
ings us to Connie
togenarian who was
e Hall Q't Fame tor
baseball apart front
game.
strange to this pictur-
overlooking L a k e
Palm Beach that the
FINDS A HOME: Pvt. Floyd Huneston, 24, of Fort Ord embraces his
wrestling lion. Fagan, at Monterey, Calif., after the pair landed at
Monterey Peninsula Airport. Hunieston, told by the Army to get
rid of his pet after reporting with Fagan at the fort, finally was
given a home for his lion by the local SPCA so the two would not
be setparated during Humeston's tour of duty at Monterey. (AP
Wirephoto)
88-year-old Cornelius McGilli-
cuddy no longer manages the
Philadelphia Athletics. He had the
job for 50 years. In fact, he was
the only man who ever managed
them until Jimmie Dykes took
over during the winter.
THE GRAND OLD MAN
There may never be another
like the Grand Old Man of Base-
ball, Ir. his late years, when men
have plenty of reason to become
irritable and cranky, we ii a v e
found. Mr. Mack the most gracious
gentleman we have ever met.
He would sit on a single seater
playshoe's the thing for spring, as the
almost goes. You'll agree when you
mb to the charm of this tailored casual,
, buckled and open at the toe.
nusuede.
nusuede.
021
ies' Hi-Grade Walking Shoes
lues to $10.95 pair
15 Denier — 54 Gauge
All The Newest Shades
Store Hours Weekdays 8:30 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Saturday 8:30 A. M. to 6 P. M.
!NKR'S
AIR STORE
UK TO PASS UP 14IT
Baron Adolph Rupp's South-
eastern Conference champion bas-
keteers apparently are turning
down an opportunity to try for
another "grand slam" of national
cage tournaments. Word from the
headquarters of the nation's num-
ber one team this week indicated
they will pas's up the National In-
Vitation Tournament (NIT) in
favor of a post-season game at
Lexington March 13 with an as-
yet-Unnamed foe. The game
would serve as a warmup for
the NCAA Tournament opening
March 20 at Raleigh, N. C. The
Wildcats, by winning the SEC 'ti-
tle in regular season play under
a new loop rule, automatically
qualified for this tourney.
HERE'S A SHARP DIET
Santa Ana, Calif. — (AP) —
Bored? In search of a hobby? Try
sword swallowing. Marine cor-
poral Joseph Baumer recommends
it.
Baumer, 22, stationed at the El
Toro Marine Air Station, took up
sword swallowing as a hobby
while working as a roustabout in
a New Jersey amusement park.
Now he uses a dozen blades in
his amateur act. They range from
a 24-inch sword to a 12-inch saw
which he makes disappear with
the aid of a mallet.
His favorite stunt is swallow-
ing two swords with a lighted
cigarette between them.
chair beside the dugout at Wright
Field and willingly answer all
questions while directing the
team. He was a landmark wear-
ing his familiar straw hat and a
high white collar with a handker-
chief around his neck to keep the
sun from his pale white skin. -
In retrospect, baseball and the
years have been more than kind
to Mr. Mack. He had the first
$100,000 infield and he had Lefty
Grove, Mickey Cochrane, Jimmie
Foxx, Al Simmons, George Earn-
shaw, Dykes and a host of others
before.
DYER MISSED, TOO
Another man the boys will miss
is Eddie Dyer, the 50-year-old
Texan who won a National
League pennant in 1946 in his
first crack at running a big league
team. He and Fred Saigh, Cardi-
nal president, couldn't get along.
Dyer was a Johnny-come-lately
as a major league manager but
he was a keen strategist and very
popular. It's surprising that some
other big league club hasn't lur-
ed him back into the game. ."
But that's baseball. Gone also
from the Florida training scene
are Branch Rickey, now Pitts-
burgh's general manager, and
Burt Shotton, his friend and ex-
Dodger manager from Bartow, a
town just a few hours northwest
of here.
Returning to Florida for the
first time in three years is Leo
Durocher, whose Giants figure to
have something to say about the
National League's Diamond Ju-
bilee championship. Durocher last
was here in 1948 when his Dod-
gers stopped off at Vero Beach_
for three days after having train-
ed at Ciudad Trujillo for a ;50,000
guarantee.'
My Welding Shop is now
located at my home
on the Dawson Springs
road. My policy has al-
ways been: to offer the
best products obtainable
at fair prices; to render
service second to none,
and to conduct my busi-
ness dealings in a man-
ner that will reflect my
appreciation. In short,
I want to keep my old
customers and get new
ones.
Wm. Palmer
THOM WM
THE PR! CETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
American Occupation
Booms Japan's Births
New York — American occupa-
tion methods are replacing Ja-
pan's fighting men, lost in the
war, at the rate of about 300,000
a year.
This is the number of additional
boy babies, above Japan's pre-
vious birth-rate, now coming
along each year due to occupa-
tion policies.
The startling fact is that Japan's
birth rate has jumped, since the
war, from 1,000,000 a year to '1,-
660,000. The statistics are given
by Population Bulletin a publica-
tion of the Population Reference
Bureau, a scientific magazine.
Occupation authorities are not
directly trying to raise Japan's
birth rate. The extra-rapid rates
are indirect results, and from
scientific paint of view, also are
inevitable.
First, occupation has been rais-
ing the Japanese standard of liv-
ing. That is nearly always accom-
panied by a rising birth rate. Sec-
ond, occupation has cut Japan's
death rate by better than hall.
Japan's death rate, moreover, was
so high, 292 in 1940, that the re-
duction, is a realty great life-sav-
ing. The present death rate is 11.4.
The Bulletin says that if the
present birth rate continues Ja-
pan's population will double in
33 years. The Japanese already
number 83,000,000, which is more
than half the people of the United
States ,all in an area the size of
Montana,
Of the ten players on the Ken-
tucky U. basketball team, seven
call Kentucky their home state.
Negro net star Althea Gibson
was cited by Alice Marble, a ten-
nis great,' as having the' best ov-
erhead smash and the greatest
natural ability of all women
players of the last 25 years.
There have been 23 cities rep-
resented in the National League
since its organization Feb. 2,
1876.
For many years now Kentucky
sports fans have thronged to
Louisville in late February and
March for three thrilling basket-
all tournaments—the Ohio Val-
ley, the Southeastern, and the
state high school.
Next year it's at least possible
only the high school tournament
will remain.
Huntington, W. Va., home of
Marshall College, and site of a
.big, new coliseum, yearns to get
the Ohio Valley meet. Yearns so
strongly that Huntington is will-
ing to guarantee the conference
that the take will be as great
there as in Louisville.
The Southeastern had a differ-
ent idea. The conference winner
is, of course, selected in regular
conference play, so the tourna-
ment is something of an anti-cli-
max. It occasionally results in an
upset, but U of K has dominated
it—both in regular season play
and in the tournament with
monotonous regularity:
It's even possible, some people
believe, that the state high school
tournament will shift around be-
tween Louisville, Lexington and
Owensboro. Louisville seems in a
stronger position, though, to keep
the high schoolers than to keep
either of the others.
Instead of a post-season tourna-
ment, it has been proposed that
the Southeastern hold an invita-
tional tourney at Lexington
around Christmas time. With the
gigantic new field house there
(with a gigantic debt to pay off)
that's certainly as sensib 1 e as
holding a tournament in Louis-
ville when all the regular shoot-
ing is e ed.
There might be one serious ob-
jection. It's the objection raised
each time moving a tournament
is suggested. And it's a valid one.
Few other towns in our area have
the hotel and restaurant facilities
which Louisville boasts. And tak-
ing care of the several thousand
people who attend one of these
things is a real problem.
Several years ago this reporter
proposed something similar ke the
proposed Southeastern Invitation-
al, which, 'by the way, would have
only eight teams of the loop in
this special tourney—it would not
be in any way a contest of the en-
tire league.
We suggested tha t around
Christmas time the two top Ken-
tucky teams invite the two teams
in Indiana or Ohio or some other
nearby state to an at-home tour-
nament. It would provide two
nights of basketball that couldn't
be matched anywhere in the na-
tion. And would be a terrific
drawing card.
Perhaps, though, come to think
of it, there's a lot too much em-
phasis these days on college
sports. The recent court scandals
in New York City have caused a
certain unrest in the clean ele-
ments of the game. They feel that
they must be completely above
reproach—beyond the shadow of
a doubt as honest as a judge—
just to convince the public at
large that by and large basketball
is a square game.
Football has been emphasized
until stadiums overshadow the
educational plants in some places.
Which reminds me of a yarn —
which might easily be true—
which somebody related the oth-
er day.
Seems t he Oklahoma faculty
was meeting with a group of in-
fluential business men, trying to
pry them loose from a lot of mon-
ey for some new buildings. Final-
ly, one of the faculty members ex-
ploded; "What we want", he said,
is a echool our football team can
be proud of!"
Of the eight clubs now in the
National League, Chicago and
Boston are the only charter mem-
bers which have never been out
of the League.
Ford C. Frick, current president
of the National League, is the
ninth holder of that office since
the League was organized in
1876.
VA Office To Close At
Madisonville March 15
The Veterans Administration
office in Madisonville, which
served nine counties including
Caldwell, will be closed March
15, Fred Greer announced.
After that date, veterans and
others desiring information should
contact theVA Regional office,
1405 Weil Biloadway, Louisville
15, Ky., state headquarters of the.
agency. In addition, information
may 'be reveived from local agen-
cies including the American Le-
gion, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Disablp American Veterans, the
Red Cross and the field represen-
tative of the Disabled Ex-Service-
men's Board, it was stated.
For Action Rods, Reels, Lines and
all Fishing Equipment.
EXTRA SPECIAL
Bamboo Poles, 12-16-22 ft.
GO TO - - -
SERVICE STATION
E. Court Square Phone 2662
You will drive the most basically new car in 27 years I
Here you see the central secret of
FirePower's unmatched ability. the
new Chrysler Hemispherical Combus-
tion Chamber, heart of the finest motor
car engine built today. In this dome-
topped, clean-walled area, you ewe the
only ideal combustion chamber in a
motor car engine to-
day. . . the only way
to develop full com-
bustion, full compres-
sion, full work and
value from *very drop
of fuel?
Rairewor specifketiesmn
100 he at 4000 rent; Sere
and Sinks, 343/15 a
3-3/41; Plana Colsoilece-
sewn, 221.1 es. Ia.; Cosi.
presides aerie, 7.3 se 1.
WHETHER you can own one this year or not.., you owe yourse?
a turn at the wheel of a new Chrysler for 1951. Here is basic progress
so deep and so great you will feel its impact for years to come
Here is FirePower. 
..Chrysler's revolutionary new powerpfast
which at one and the same time gives you 180 horsepower.. 
. arida'
the most efficient use of gasoline ever developed in a motor car. With
PirePower, you can outperform any car on the road. Yet with Fire-
Power you will have less carbon deposit, longer engine life, less need
for care and attention, than with any engine you ever owned. Here,
on all new Chryslers, is the comfort marvel of Oriflow, an exclusive
new shock absorber with over twice the shock-aheorbing power of
any other car's.
Here, optional at extra cost, is the amazing new steering ease
of Hydraguide power steering, the new Chrysler "first" that removes
four-fifths of the human effort from steering. Here, with over 70
various changes this year—and with deep-down Chrysler goodness
clear through—is the most basically new car you ever drove! For the
thrill of a lifetime...C01710 drive a Chrysler!
Fine& engine
ever built
in an automobile
Noor, Hill Prince
Tops On The Turf
(By Frank Eck)
New York — Middleground
won the Kentucky Derby yet most
of the turf headlines of 1950 went
to Hill Prince, another 3-year-old
colt, and Noor, an Irish-bred 5-
year-old brown horse.
Noor was Mr. 'Moneybags of the
turf. By winning seven races in
11 starts, the Mrs. Charles S.
Howard color bearer earned
$356,940.
Noor not only beat the great
Citation four times but took the
measure of Hill Prince in the
$135,000 Hollywood Giild Cup a
few days after the Thoroughbred
Racing Associations named Hill
Prince the "American champion,"
a new title for horse of the year.
Noor also won the rich Santa
Anita Handicap and was named
"handicap horse of the year."
Noor will be retired to stud next
spring.
Hill Prince was the second best
money earner of the turf. Bred in
Virginia and awned by Christo-
pher T. Chenery of New York,
the Prince prevented Middle-
ground from taking the triple
crown by winning the Preakness.
Hill Prince also beat Noor by
four lengths in the Jockey Club
Gold Cup.
Hill Prince and Middleground
hooked up four times during the
year with the latter beating his
rival in the Derby and Belmont.
Hill Prince turned back the King
Ranch star in the Preakness,
Wood Memorial, Withers Mile and
Jerome. The colt won seven of 14
starts and finished out of the
money only twice.
Middleground broke a sesamoid
bone during a workout in October
and was retired. .
Calumet Farm's Citation be-
came the greatest money winner
in turf history. He ran his earn-
ings to $938,630, surpassing Sty-
mie's mark.
When Ponder, 1949 Derby win-
ner and another Calumet colt,
won the Arlington Handicap he
became the seventh horse in his-
tory to top $500,000. Ponder is
the fourth Calumet horse to top
the half million mark, the others
being Citation, Whirlaway and
Armed.
Other fine 3-year-olds of the
year were Your Host, Oil Capitol
and Greek Ship. Your Host, pre- '
Derby favorite, found anything
G-E "SPEED
COOKING" AT
A REALLY LOW
PRICE!
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SCOFF AT RED TEACHINGS: Five soldiers back 
from Korea
get together at Percy Junes General Hospital in 
Battle Creek,
Mich., to tell how Chinese Reds captured them and sent 
them to
"school" to teach them about Communism. All the soldiers
, now
frostbite casualties, ridiculed Red efforts to convert them to
 Com-
munism. After 27 days of "education," the Chinese suddenly
moVed the soldiers from the school and escorted them back t
o
American lines. It was on this trip that they suffered frostbit
e.
Left to right: Pfc. John Eaton, 19, Ramsey, N. J.; Pvt. Hira
m
Rebedow, Muskegon, Mich., 18; Sgt. James L. Ridgeway, 21, Mt.
Vernon, Ill.; Pvt. George Szabados. 20, Bloomington, Ill., and Pfc.
Herbert Thompson, 20, Grafton, W. Va. (AP Wirephoto)
beyond a mile and an eighth dif-
ficult yet he finished third during
the year in money won with
$233,375.
Two-year-old champion woi
George D. Widener's Battlefied,
victor in the rich Belmont Futur-
ity. The War Relic colt won
$198,677, a new figure for a juve-
nile colt. He finished in the mon-
ey in all 13 starts, 10 of which he
won. Other crack 2-year-olds
were Big Stretch, Uncle Miltie
and To Market.
One of the highlights of the
season was the race for national
riding honors between a pair of
19-year-olds, Joe Culmone of Sic-
ily and Willie Shoemaker of
Texas.
Although attendance figures
were two per cent below those of
1949, the TRA and the National
Association of State Racing Com-
missioners estimate that $6,000,-
000 more will have been wagered
over the previous year. They esti-
mate that the 1950 total for the
calendar year will reach $1,394,-
185,004.
Science Puts Skids
Under Mating Myths
(By Howard W. Blakeslee)
New York — Myths about mat-
ing are told in Amtarn Schein-
feld's. new book, You and Here-
dity, J. B. Lippincott Company,
Philadelphia. Scheinfeld is a mag-
azine writer, lecturer and author
of college text books.
"Of the various myths about
mating and parenthood," he
writes, "One that has been most
ardently cherished is that which
many loving couples cling to
about 'putting themselves in the
right state for the conception of
a child'. To disillusion them may
be almost as 'bad as telling chil-
dren there is no Santa Claus.
"But the sad, unromantic fact
is that whether a child is conceiv-
ed during a glamorous sojorn on
sunny strands, or in the depres-
sing air of a dingy tenement,
whether in the height of passion
or when its parents are barely on
speaking terms, the hereditary
factors transmitted will not be
one whit different.
STEWARDESS $2.49
RANGE 0004 PER WEEKAFTER DOWN PAYMENT
• BIG MASTER OVEN!
Really big! Exact oven heat at all times! Super Broiler for charcoal.
type broiling!
• NI-SPEED CALROD* UNITS!
Five exact cooking speeds, from simmer to high! Fast, economical—
spills burn away!
• BIG THRIFT COOKER!
Six-quart deep-well cooker ideal for deep-fat frying, soups, and stows!
• NO-STAIN OVEN VENT!
Helps keep your curtains, walls--your entire kitchen—sparkling clean!
You've got to see this range to realize how many wonders of General
Electric "Speed Cooking" it brings you at this remarkable low price!
Cow In today!
Soo an exciting
demonstration!
S. Seminary Phone 2O
GENERAL. ELECTRIC
RANGES
let's Solve Your
Money Problems
By Weiley .Davis, Ph. D.
(Professor of E,conomles and
Finance, University of Houston)
To live within your income, and
also to save the money you want,
to save, you have to prePare a
budget. First keep a record of
what you have spent for the var-
ious things you buy. Then use this
record to help you decide what
you ought to spend on the differ-
ent things in the future.
In,some instances you will de-
cide you should spend more. In
others less. The last dollar spent
for food, if you budget wisely,
should give you the same approx-
imate satisfaction as the last dol-
lar spent for any other item. In
other words, stop your spending
for "this" at the point where the
next dollar spent will give you
more satisfaction spent for "that".
You will have to make the de-
cision.
Most people, unfortunately,
would prefer that the "expert"
tell them flatly: Allow 20 per cent
for "this", allow 30 per cent for
"that", spend "X" per cent for
food, "Z" per cent for clothes.
Sorry, but it just isn't that
The percentage of your income
you should spend for rent, for
example, will depend on varia-
bles such as: what your iscome is;
how many people live on the
money you make; which part of
town you 'must" live in; and
whether you prefer to be "extra-
vagant" in the matter of a place
to live, or whether you prefer to
spend that "little bit extra" on
clothes or a car or something else.
No one but you can decide
what you can afford to pay for
rent. •
I do recommend that 5 or pre-
ferably 10 per cent of your mon-
ey be set aside in your budget
for "reserves a n d miscellaneous
expenses." This money—should be
used for irregular, non-recurring,
"What, then, of a 'love child?'
Popular belief is that a child born
out of wedlock is in some ways
different from a legitimate child
—that it is likely to be more deli-
cate, more sensitive, developing
to extremes—sometimes a genius,
often a criminal.
•"An illegitimate child well may
be different from a legitimate
child—if its environment is dif-
ferent. Where society is relentless
toward illegitimacy, the chi
may be reared under handicaps
which may have continued effects
throughout its life.
"The age of parents is also be-
lieved to affect the nature of the
child, but where it does, it is only
through environmental influen-
ces."
In complete disagreement with
theories officially adopted in Rus-
sia, Dr. Scheinfeld says no acqui-
sitions in your life are carried by
your germ cells.
See the
Award-
Winning
1{QgpSalie
COLLECTION NOW AT
GARNETT
JEWELERS
200"
CAMERON Ring
Also $150 and 250
Wodding Ring 12.50
"The beauty of Keepsake
diamonds, has been enhanced
in settings that are lovely in
design."
FASHION ACADEMY
GARNETT
JEWELERS
Next To ?Animas Theater
HOPKINSVILLE
"Official Railroad Watch
Inspector and Repairing"
or unanticipated expenses which
you have not already budgeted.
This reserve will also be used for
the little odds and ends too small
in themselves individually to
have Merited a place In your bud-
get.
Let's assume you have prepared
a budget at last. Take a last look
and ask: Are you out of line with
other people? Have you budgeted
"normal" amounts f u r food,
clothes, and the like? Now you
are ready to begin to live within
it. This will call for courage, per-
severance, and cooperation from
the whole family.
If you fail despite your best
efforts to live within your bud.
get during the first month, don't
give up. The experience will help
you do better next month. You
must re-evaluate your budget in
the light of your experience with
It. Increase particular allowances
where you must. Cut down others
where you rah, and you can if
you will. Keep the total within
the limit of your spendable in-
come.
Be adult enough to deny your-
self in whatever way your budget
requires. Remember that the duty
of paying your bills should come
before the pleasure of keeping
"ALL ABOUT EVE"
NOW SHOWING
at the
CAPITOL THEATRE
Honored by
LOOK and
REDBOOK
MAGAZINES!
New Curlee Spring Suits are styled in the modern manner
- -smart, masculine, yet not extreme—for men who want the
best. Here are quality materials in the latest patterns, de-
signed by experts and tailored with attention to even the
most minute details of inner construction. This is the combi-
nation which insures comfortable, easy fit and drape—pha
the lasting good looks we've come to expect from every gar-
ment that carries the Curlee label.
If you are looking for the utmost in value—smart styling,
long wear and moderate first cost—choose Curlee Suits this
spring. We are featuring them in a consplete range of models,
styles and sires; and every suit in the line is priced right,
Come in and see them. Also Arrow Shirts, Stetson Hats and
Jarman Shoes.
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
up with the Jonewm. LlYing with:
in your income, in fact, is a duty
you owe yourself. It brings a
peace a mind that Is unsurpassed.
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day with Mr.. and Mrs. Johnny
Lane and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and
family of Evansville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Janes George and family
spent Sunday with Mr. end Mrs.
Owen Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tos-h- and
Marion Wayne visited Mr. a n d
Mrs. Auther Fairghn and Betty
Saturday night.
Mr. and. Mrs, Edward Young
spent Suhday with Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Cartwright and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Winners
and Sarah Ann visited Mrs. Edna
Cartwright and family Sunday af-
ternoon.
A quilting party was given
Thursday at the home of Mr
Hayden Board. Among those
present were Mrs. Shelly Canada
and Jerry, Mrs. Luther Cart-
wright, Minnie Mae. Ronnia and
Donnie, Mrs. Auther Faughn and
Betty, Mrs. Robert Young, Mr
Frank Young, Mrs. Bertha Black
burn. Mrs. Minnie Cartwright
Mrs. Flora Board and Betty Den
ham. Other guests at the noo
hour were Mr. Luther Cartwright
Sidney Ca rtwrigh t, Edward
Young and Hayden Board. Mr
Irene Denham and Joyce wer
late visitors.
S/Sgt. and Mrs. John I. Faugh
and sons are visiting their par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Au the
ere is an important message from C. A.
dall and Virgil Smith, owners of the C. A.
all Insurance AgeWcy.—This Agency was
lished in 1907, with its slogan, "Not for a
but for all times", and now over 40 years
stayed and paid. The C. A. Woodall In-
ce Agency paid over $45,000.00 (Forty-Five
sand) dollars to its policy holders in losses
ear. The C:A.-Woodall Insurance Agency
not attempt to write Insurance in non-offii-
Companies. This Agency sticks strictly to
ates set up by the Insurance Department at
kfort, Kentucky.
n Insurance policy with the C. A. Woodall
cy means Insurance, that Insures and Protec-
hat Protects. The C. A. Woodall Insurance
cy writes fire, life, automobile, windstorm,
ne, bonds, hospitalization and many other
too numerous to mention. It will be to your
ntage to consult this Agency first, concern-
our Insurance needs. The C. A. Woodall
once Agency operates in five counties in this
. Offices in Princeton and Marion. Main
in Princeton, Kentucky.
member, you get a bar§ain only, when you
ound Insurance.
A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY.
Established 1907
IONE 2 111 Princeton, Ky.
(By Saul r Pett)
International politics makes
strange bedfellows, and nobody
in. recent years has caused more
bed
-hopping than a Croatian
peasant's son named Josip Broz,
otherwise known as Marshall
Tito of Yugoslavia.
In 1946, Tito said the "great
Soviet Union" was a "sincere
friend" and Stalin personally
wined and dined him at the
Kremlin. Two years later Russia
called Yugoslavia an "enemy
state" and the two countries ex-
changed insults.
In 1944, the United States and
other allies sent war supplies to
Tito and in 1945 we recognized
his goverrunent. In 1947 we sent
Tito an ultimatum for shooting
down our planes but in 1949 we
lent him $20,000,000 and helped
elect his regime to a place on the
United Nations Security Council
over the furious objections of
Russia.
OFTEN BACKED RUSSIA
Since then the west seems con-
sistently to have wooed Tito but
how much he is willing to recip-
rocate remains unclear. In the
Security Council, Yugoslavia has
generally abstained or sided with
Russia on cold-war issues.
The years in which Tito and
Russia were in love far outnum-
bered the years in which they
differed. After World War I, he
Spent five years in the Soviet
Union, where he picked up thor-
ough training in Communist doc-
trine and techniques and also a
Russian bride.
Ile went back to Yugoslavia to
spread the party gospel, spent six
years, after 1928, in prison for
Communist activity and, when the
Spanish civil war broke out, help-
ed organize fighters against Fran-
co. At the start of World War II,
he was general secretary pf the
Yugoslav Communist party ,
When the Germans swept in,
Tito went underground to form
the Partisans and, following Rus-
sian practice, peopled its ranks
Faughn, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lewis and other relatives.
There will be an ordination
service on Sunday afternoon,
March 11, at the White Sulphur
Baptist Church when Brother
Carlos McWorthy will be ordain-
ed as a Baptist minister.
Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
75th Anniversary
75 Years of Seruice to the Nation
Om March 10, 1876, in a boarding house
in Boston, the telephone carried its first
intelligible sentence. Alexander Graham
Bell svas about to try to send his yoke
over a new transmitter he had devised.
Ili, assistant, Thomas Watson, was Li
another room, holding a receiver to his
ear. Suddenly, Mr. Bell upset the acid
of a battery over his clothes. lie called
out, "Mr. Watson, come here; 1 want
sou!" An instant later Watson burst into
the room, shouting. "Mr. Bell, I heard
every word you said--distinctlyr'
t3N ree 75 YEARS since then, the Tele-phone industry has grown up totransform our everyday pattern of
iving. For millions, the telephone has be-
e an indispensable aid—in business,
ernment, the home, the farm, and in
maintaining family and community ties.
These 75 years have brought an amazing
aside of advancements in communication
--switchboards, cables carrying hundreds of
wires on poles or underground, the vacuum
tube. the dial system, coaxial cable and
microwave radio relay for transmitting bun-
of simultaneous calls or television
programs, telephone service to ships and
vehicles.
Today America has 62% of the world's
telephones and enjoys the most and the best
telephone service in the world . . . another
great achievement of American ingenuity
under a system of free enterprise and indi-
vidual incentive and reward.
Each year the telephone becomes more
useful, and more essential to the prosperity
and security of the nation. Today it unites
the country, playing a vital role in mobiliza-
tion and production for defense.
Here in the South, more than 52,000
skilled employees and nearly 31/2 million
Southern Bell telephones are on the job—
more than twice as many as we had when
World War II began. And there are four
times as many Long Distance circuits. In all.
we have built more than $670 million worth
of new facilities in a little over five years, and
we're still busy at the job.
All this growth--and maintaining the
financial strength to keep on expanding—
will be increasingly important to the South
and the Nation in the days ahead.--Soothern
Dell Telephone and Tekonsph CoreoPeRY.
75 Years of Telephone Progress
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENPUCKY
IT'S OFFICIAL NOW: Nevada officials imprint the state seal on a
legislative resolution ratifying the 22nd amendment to the U. S.
Constitution which limits presidents to two terms. The action
completed the ratification by 36 states necessary to make it the
law of the land last week at Carson City, Nev. Left to right:
Secretary of State John Koontz, Gov. Charles H. Russell and Lt.
Gov. Clifford Jones. (AP Wirephoto)
with political commissars and in-
structors as well as fighting men.
MOSCOW FAVORITE
The Partisans fought the Nazis
well and throughout the war Tito
was a Moscow favorite.
In 1945 Tito swept into power
in Belgrade as premiei and Yugo-
slavia signed a 20-year mutual
aid part with Russia. In the next
two years pacts also were signed
with Poland, Albania, Bulgaria,
Hungary and Romania, and Yugo-
slavia appeared - to have settled
dawn snugly and permanently be-
hind the Iron Curtain.
Nothing, it appeared then,
would be likely to budge Tito
from his love affair with Moscow
—especially after the tension
created, between Yugoslavia and
the west over Trieste, the shoot-
ing down of U. S. planes and the
imprisonment" of Archbishop Al-
ojzije Stepinac, Roman Catholic
primate of Yugoslavia, for alleged
collaboration with the Nazis.
THROWN OUT
But suddenly on June 28, 1948,
the Iron Curtain parted and Tito
came Jiving out. The 'bouncer in
this case was the. Cominform —
the Communist International In-
formation Bureau.
Tito, the Cominform said, was
being "hateful" to Russia, pursued
a nationalist "deviationist" policy,
and "took an entirely wrong poli-
cy on the principal questions of
foreign policy and internal poli-
tics, which means a retreat from
Marxism-Leninism."
Russia's satellites fled from any
contact with Tito. Tlie same
oountries which had signed pacts
with him only a year or two be-
fore were now bitterly denounc-
ing him. Communists everywhere
were ordered by Moscow to purge
their ranks of Titoism, a word
which became as unpalatable to
Stalin as Trotskyism once was.
Tito said "We shall fight and
we shall fight enduringly" to pre-
vent siebjugadon by Russia.
All this was delicious news to
the West and it lost no time in
making the most of the first break
in the world front of Commun-
ism. Tjto suddenly I ound new
friends who helped him to a seat
on the Security Council. The
United States lent him $20,000,000
and authorized the export of
equipment for a steel mill in
Yugoslavia. The World Bank, in
which the United States was a
heavy investor, also lent Tito
$2,700,000.
Don't Under-Rate
Turkey In Fight
Turkey could be tough for any
aggressor seeking control of the
Balkans.
Traditionally some of the fier-
cest fighters in Europe, the Turks
could put a well-trained army of
2,000,000 into the field. - They
have been strengthened ever since
World War II by considerable
U. S. equipment, and their air
force now is regarded as modern.
In defending their country,
they would be favored by terrain.
The approaches to Turkey from
the Balkans are hilly, heavily
timbered, and have only a few
roads which can easily be de-
fended, Still farther east are more
formidable mountains — terrain
made to order for a prolonged
defense.
Turkey holds a strategic posi-
tion In relation to the Kremlinized
Balkans and to Russia herself.
Her air bases are modern, well-
equipped—and easily within
striking distance of such prize
targets as the Ploesti oil fields,
Bucharest, Budapest, Sofia a n d
other important industrial cities.
Turkey is only 250 miles from
Russia, across the Black Sea.
Although difficult to invade,
Turkey is in a good position to
move against the Balkans. Her
borders touch on Bulgaria and
Greece at a 150-mile 'wide corri-
dor that eerved as an ideal in-
vasion avenue during the Middle
Ages when the Ottomans poured
through the Balkans up to Vi-
enna.
Russia eyes Turkey hungrily
because the Turks command the
Dardanelles, the only Soviet di-
MEMORIALS
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
'GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
Best known fossil fish hunting Henry & Henry
ground in North America is at Phone 32114 Prisseetea, Ey
Fossil, Wyo.
AUCTION SALE
MONDAY, MARCH 12
10:30 A. M.
Located 4 miles north of Fredonia, 1/..t mile
off Fredonia and Flatrock highway on old Enon
road. Having sold my farm, I will sell my entire
household and kitchen furniture consisting of:
1 French period brocatel 2-piece living room suite
1 Philco 11 ft. refrigerator, practically new
1 Walnut dinette set 1 Sewing machine
1 Bedroom suite with night stand
1 Breakfast set 1 Table-top oil stove
1 Electric washing machine, also has gas motor
Also lot of dishes, glassware, tables, chairs,
odd beds, wrenches, tools and lots of other things.
TERMS — -CASH
All this furniture nice and in
good condition.
CARL HARPER, Owner
KELM 0. TUDOR, Auctioneer
Pro Grid Contract
Unfair To Players
' (By Harold V. Ratliff)
Deltas — Dewitt Coulter, who
played pro football for four years
then quit to become a sports writ-
er and cartoonist at half the
money, says there ought to be
some changes made in football.
Coulter played two years at
West Point before joining the
pros. He's only 26 years old and
figures he could play four or five
more years but it's a better deal,
in the long run, to get into some
business that offers a future, even
if the hours are longer and the
pay much less.
When the All-American Con-
ference was gobbled up by the
National League it just about
ruined things for the collegian
who wanted to cash in on his
athletic ability, Coulter says.
"Now you have only one choice
—you can either play with the
team that drafts you or not play
at all," Coulter observes. "With
two leagues, you had a choice of
playing with one of two clubs
and the pay was better. Pro foot-
ball, like baseball, needs two
competition to make salaries good.
"And that contract they have in
pro football is too one-sided. They
can give you 24 hours' notice and
release you. They can, and do, call
you at training camp and tell you
what they will have to pay. If you
don't like it they release you; if
you accept, they just tear up the
contract and make out a new one.
I know of a player who declined
the new contract and was releas-
ed. He hooked on with another
club at less money.
"I know that three players
were released by a teem with one
game to go, obviously just to save
money. That club was out of the
championship running SD it took
the opportunity to cut out three
players' pay for one game. Even
private business gives you two
weeks notice if you're going to
be lei- out."
Countler says that personally
he never quit pro football because
of a bad deal. He played with the
New York Giants. "I liked Steve
Owen, coach of the Giants, and
if I ever signed again would want
rect water route from the Black
Sea to the Mediterranean. As
long as the Turks control Turkey,
Russie's dream of an outlet on
the' Mediterranean seems likely
o be thwarted
to deal with him," Coulter de-
clared. "I do not think the club
owners are a bunch of crooks, but
under the circumstances I don't
think the players get a fair deal,
generally speaking."
There ie no protection by law
and some club owners abuse the
contract clause, he explains.
Hi solution would .be this:
After a player is signed and
kept during the training season,
exhibition schedule and two
games of the regular season, he
should be retained the rest of the
season. That should be in the
contract. "If the player didn't
give full value in those games he
wouldn't have to be signed to
come back the next year," Coul-
ter says.
"I think a union of players
would solve the problems. I don't
mean a union like in labor but
one with bargaining power—the
right to talk things over and set
forth what the players think they
should have.
"As things now stand the play-
er is the one taking the chance.
The club takes none."
Some types of fish found in
Rocky Mountain fossils resemble
kinds now found in waters of the
southern hemisphere.
The. Wier, a relative of. the
weasel and mink, has reappeared
in.Maine after being almost hiil
led off for its fur.
The fisher, a relative of the
weasel ,is a savage bunter of
squirrels and other small animals.
Prescriptions A
Specialty
alker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial $111
FREE DELIVERY may
not mean just that if
the grocery boy tum-
bles down your back
steps. Why gamble
on your luck — pro-
tect yourself with In-
side and Outside Lia-
bility Insurance. Your
needs will be properly
met if you deal with
us.
MARKO/NMI/Ail
BEGINNING SATURDAY MARCH 3-1951
Week Days Open 8:30 A.M. Close 5 P. M.
Saturday Open 8:30 A.M. Close 6 P.M.
Following Princeton Merchants
PURDY'S
FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
BEN FRANKLIN STORE
SULA & ELIZA NALL
GOLDNAMER & CO.
LILLIE BELLE SHOP
FEDERATED STORE
L. H. LOWRY
,J. C. PENNEY CO.
"QUICK-CLEAN" GENERAL
ELECTRIC WASHING WITH
New 1951
WASHER
Model AW 352
• Activator* Washing Action—
Washes every piece individually!
Gives you a clean, clean wash.
• Adjustable Timer—Watches
the clock for you. Automatically
times your washing and rinsing,
and shuts off Activator.
• One-control Wringer—lust
one simple control starts, stops,
reverses, and releases pressure.
• General Electric Dependabil-
ity—Famous Permadrive mecha-
nism with only four moving parts.
Never needs oiling.
PER WEEK!
SEE THIS WONDER WASHER TODAY!
S. Seminary • Phone 2081
Authorized Dealer
GENERAL ELECTRIC
WASHERS
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County Clubs Join
4-H Celebration
Caldwell Has 535 Boys
And Girls Enrolled In
Twenty Organizations
The 20 4-11 Clubs of Caldwell
county with a membership of 535
boys and girls are joining in, the
celebration of National 4.11 Club
Week March 3-11, County Agent
R. A. Mabry announced.
NAVY BLACK
BROWN GREEN
BLOND RED
•
In addition to the 20 organized
clubs, the boys and girls belong
to several project groups through-
out the county. This is the larg-
est youth organization in the
world, numbering almost 2,000,000
boys and girls between the ages
of 10 and 21 years. They are en-
rolled in nearly 100,000 clubs
throughout the United States, as
well as in Hawaii, Alaska and
Dressy or
tailored
Warrants Issued For
Not Keeping Children
In School Regularly
Warrants have been issued and
final notices have been sent sev-
eral parents or guardians in this
county for failure to keep children
in school, R. Y. Hooks, 'attendance
officer for both city and county
schools, reported this week.
Mr. Hooks said that the law
states parents and guardians
must send their children to
school unless the pupils are over
16 years of age or have a legal
excuse from a physician. He
pointed out that both a father
and mother in Louisville 'were
given 30-day jail sentences in
juvenile Court last week for
failure to send two daughters to
school regularly.
Puerto Rico, it was stated.
The county agent explained
that each 4-H club member does
one or more phases of project
affe CALFSKINS
$9.95
A.AAA to II
'Genulne calf...trnooth fitting, butter soft, beautifully fashioned.
See our just arrived pump collection for flirting bowsl open or
dosed toes! open or closed lielal..flotforms! spoctators1
SALMON, Derby Brand 
43(No. 1 tail can 
SARDINES, Sunset oval in
tomato sauce  3/ 50(
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
or Turnip No. 2 can  1 ()
PEAS, Handy, standard 25No. 2 can  '
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. strained
4'2 or. can  3/ 29(
APPLE JELLY, Farm Brand
32 or. jar  35(
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Nancy
Lee No. 2 can  10(
SAUER KRAUT, Meeters
No 21/2 can  2/ 2W
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
16 oz. can 1, 29f
LIMA BEANS, Rosedale, Gr. & White
No. 303 can . 
Al
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag  Sr
NAVY BEANS, Choice hand picked
8 lbs  19
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCK
Y
. Joe Walker, "Down 'sat"
farmer, puts friendly arm around a friendly moose he lassoed in
woods near his farm at Falmouth, Me. State game officials are
taking the 700-pound cow moose to a wildlife laboratory to see
just why the ordinarily shy animal is so friendly. (AP Wirephoto)
work, under supervision of county
extension agents and local volun-
teer leaders, that will demon-
strate or teach better war of
homemaking and agriculture.
"Over a "period of years the 4-H
club has helped to increase farm
income, improve standards of liv-
ing, increase the satisfaction froan
community life, a n d prepare
young people for adult responsi-
bilities as citizens in maintaining
world' peace and guiding its
country," Mr. Mabry said.
In outlining the opportunities
and activities of the organization,
Mr. Mabry further explained,
"The 4-H club program provides
opportunity for activity, adven-
ture, and achievement. It also
helps prepare tomorrow's citizens
physically, mentally, and spirit-
ually. 4-H club work provides op-
portunities for voluntary partici-
pation in programs, built on
needs a n d interests, through
which 4-H members develop tal-
ents for greater usefulness, join
with friends for work, fun, and
fellowship; learn to live in a
changing world; choose a way to
earn a living; produce food and
fiber for home and market; cre-
ate better homes for better living;
conserve nature's resources for
security and happiness; build
health for a strong America and
share responsibilities for corn-
uMty improvement."
Events that Caldwell county
4-H club members will enter and
take part in, in the corning
MACKEREL, Sea Gold
No. 1 tall can  v3/ 50(
SARDINES, Domestic in oil, mustardi 25(
or tomato sauce No. '4 size  
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Spinach
No. 2 can  2/ 29C
CORN, Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gent. No. 2 can  2 25
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jar  25
HOMINY, Alice in
No. 21/2 can 2 for  29
PEACIIES, Hunt's halves in syrup
No. 21/2 can  29
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
No. 2 can  123(
COFFEE, Loving Cup 11lb. 
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown Valley
No. 2 can 
CHERRIES, Burnette Farm
red sour pitted 19 oz. can 
BROOMS, South Western, red hand/e
five sewed 
MEAT SPECIALS
PORK SHOULDER ROAST, fresh
11). 
An, PORK LOIN CHOPS
47IG lb. 
SLICE BACON, 1 lb. layers
 43(
FRESH OYSTERS IN ALL RED FRONT STORES
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large fancy ripe .15 APPLES, U. S. No. 1, Rome Beauty
lb.  or Winesaps ..4 lbs. 
123
19C$115
Health Unit Needs
More Local Funds
Federal Appropriation
For Kentucky Has Been
Cut $200,000 This Year
It will be necessary to increase
the local contributions to the
Caldwell county unit of the
Health Department because of
an economy measure of the fed-
eral appropriation for public
health work in Kentucky h a s
been cut by $200,000, Robert S.
Jacob, budget representative of
the local health unit, told the
mayor and city council here Mon-
day night.
In reporting the situation to the
city officials, who have been con-
tributing to the fund each year,
Mr. Jacob stated that last year
local contributions to the Cald-
well Couny Health Unit aggregat-
ed $2770; this year this amount
is set at $3,653, an icrease of $883.
"Unless this increase is raised the
functioning of the County Health
Unit is put in jeopardy," he
added.
Mr. Van R. Lucas, representa-
tive if the State Department of
Health, conferred with officials
here a few weeks ago in reference
to increasing the local apprppria-
bons and is scheduled to return
for the meeting of the fiscal court
on next Tuesday, March 13. Rep-
resentatives of other local appro-
priating agencies are requested to
attend the coming fiscal court ses-
sion in order to gain first-hand
knowledge concerning the raising
of the additional $883 to insure
the continuation of the Health
Unit 'without impairing its use-
fulness, Mr. Jacob said.
The following are the agencies
which made cpntributions to the
health budget last year: Caldwell
County Fiscal Court, City of
Princeton, Caldwell County.
Board of Education, Princeton
City Board of Education, Prince-
ton Elks Lodge, Masonic Lodge,
V. F, W., and Eagles.
months include: 4-H Rally Day,
April 28; District Demonstration
Contest to be held in Hopkins-
ville; 4-H week June 5-9 at Lex-
ington; District 4-H camp August
6-10 at Murray State college, at
Murray. Also there will be a
county 4-H Tractor driving con-
test for club members who at-
tended the tractor school this
spring, sometime in July or Au-
gust. Members will also enter
projects at the State Fair, Mr.
Mabry concluded.
The New York Yankees have
Wbn 17 American League pennants
since 1921. They were led to the
top by only four different mana-
gers-Miller Huggins, Joe Mc-
Carthy. Bucky Harris and Casey
Stengel.
Ten American League pitchers
hurled 20 or more home run balls
during the 1950 campaign.
to pay
Bills
-'-
PAY all your bills In one limp
sum with a loan from us. Than
have only one payment ha
make and only one place to
Come in or phone today.
liteatabb
FINANCI CORP:of Kiti
••••
110 West Market
A. M. Richardson, Mgr,
?hose NMI
Classified Ads
SEEDS! SEEDS! SEEDS I Blue now. 
Robinson Implement' &
Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Moto
r Co. Phone 2053. 34-3tc
Rye Grass, Timothy, Fescue,
Alfalfa, White Clover, Sweet
Myer, Ladino Clover, Red
Clover, Korean. Robinson Im-
plement & Motor Co. Phone
2083. 34-3te
ATTENTION FARMERS: Funk's
'G' Hybrids are consistently
good-year after year. Get your
seed from Robinson Imrplernent
& Motor Co. Phone 2053,,
Princeton. 36-He
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
your head in our business
45-tfe
WANT: To ace something sensa-
tional? Most folks can hardly
believe their eyes when they
see what Wayne Tail Curler
does for runt pigs. Runts really
go for it-and how they snap
out of their runtiness. Try it.
Robinson Implement & Motor
Co. Phone 2053, Princeton.
36-1tc
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch-
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-ffe
FERTILIZER: The fertilizer sit-
uation looks worse than it did
a month ago. The man who
waits until pleating time to
buy his fertilizer may find him-
self holding an empty fertiliz-
er bag when he needs a full
one. Place your order with us
FOR SALE: Good Used Tractors.
We have one Ferguson, two
Ford Fergusons and some used
rrnPIements. Come see and try
these tractors for yourself and
to your satisfaction. H. C.
P'Pool Tractor & implement
Co., Hopidnaville Road. Phone
3228. 38-2tc
FOR SALE: At Leader office,
Remington Rand Duplicator
ink, stencil, correction 'fluid,
typewriter ribbon, carbon Pap-
er, also Remington Rand type-
writers and adding machine.
FOR SALE: Fordson tractor with
6 ft. tandem disc. Excellent
condition. Fred Talley, 118
Highland avenue, Phone 2279.
36-1 tp
A LIMITED SUPPLY: Field fence
and galvanized roofing. Robin-
son Implement & Motor Co.
Phone 2053. 34-3tc
FOR SALE OR TRADE: A good
selection of A-1 used cars. Dif-
ferent makes and models.
Checked by factory trained me-
chanics. See them before you
buy. Randolph 'Motors-Ford
Sales & Service. Princeton, Ky.
36-tic
FOR SALE: Seat covers for old
and some late model cars, re-
duced from $15.95 to $12.95, in-
stalled. Trucks reduced from
$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while
present stock lasts. Strong's
Texaco Station, Main & Plum,
Phone 3111. , 33-cif
Thu , March 8, 1951
NOTICI TO CUOT010180; Thin
is to advise that I sin no lone
r
connected with itallitas and
-Meletledy Eittettihei tfitinness. W.
J. Kennedy, Eagle 13t. 36-1
tp
LOOK: 11 its a nice suburban
home that you want, we have
three for sale, all with modern
.conveniences. It interested, call
the C. A. Wciodall Insurance
Agency, phone 2441, Princeton,
Ky. 
313-11c
FOR RENT: Three rooms, modern
conveniences. Mrs. Frank Farm-
er, 821 North Jefferson, p hon 
e
3288. 36-itc
LOST: White spitz, strayed away
Saturday. Reward offered. Call
2512 or age Earl Sptirlock. 36-Itp
AMMONIUM NITRATE: We have
a limited amount of ammonium
nitrate. Robinson Implement &
Motor Co. Phone 2053, Prince-
ton. 38-2te
The U. S. Bureau of Land Man-
agement has 12 land offices in
western states and three in Alas-
ka.
1111111111111MT TO Inn
A called meeting oi
ern Kentucky Preabytery
held at 2:30 p. an., Monday,
12, in the Central Pre'sb
Church here. The porpi,
Meeting is to dissolve ti,
relations 'between the Ii,
rnond Schondelmeyer
Marion Larger Parisi,
Marion Presbyterian
announced.
Administratrix Nati%
All persons knowing
vex to be indebted to
of Clyde E. Kercheval,
will please come forwaid
tle same by April 1, 1',
persons holding 'claims
said estate will please
same by April 1, 1951,
proven for payment.
Mrs. Elsie S. Kercheval,
trix, Estate of ClYde.
Kerchetral.
Deeeases of the heal.
teriea are the chief Cali,
In the United States.
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
IIARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
It is made up of four different medicines
. One '
main ingredients is belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine so reliev
e
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and`lack of
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach prepara•
Many testimonials come into our office telling of'
blessed relief that users have obtained.- They have
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall B1adde7 Tru.
Start this treatment today. Sold only at-
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 2075 Princeton, k
K: YOUR BESi.
for less
BUY IT AT PENNEY'S!
-IN THE EASTER PARADE
You'll want
two or three of
these
COTTON
or
CREPE
SLIPS
1.00
on Sale Thurs.,
Friday and
Saturday.
Will Be First In
SHORT COATS
It's high time to buy your Easter Coat! Smart-
ly styled that look expensive at this low - - -
SHEER
SHEER
RAYON
Your Navy Print or Plain.
In Styles You'll Fall in Love
With at First Sight.
5.90 To 12.75
TERRIFIC VALUES
10.00
TO
22.75
100 LADIES' DRESSES
Repriced To Clear
25 DRESSES  2.00
68 DRESSES  4.00
19 DRESSES - - - - 6.00
NAVY For Your Little
EASTER BONNET
1.98 To 4.98
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